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ABSTRACT 

, . , 

.. <In reacmPg, a fuitctional pr?posal for this design project, necessary precautions must 

,be taken iIi. the siting ~f the proposaL It is necessary to locate the site close to a 
. i 

'< natUral water ,body that'will enhance and maintain marine life, It is also required that 

in siting such a faci1ity~ the natural water body must have adequate and necessary 

"marine life which would c~eate variety, easy monitoringofthe natural habitat and 

'..rriaiiltenance of the same natunil habitat that would help achieve the purpose of the 

". study. , I, ',;'. 

When ~ounting aquariums, the water life that is to be catered for must be properly 

understood and ,so in essence, the water pH and content must be that which is 
. , 

. acceptable to the same water life. The water be must have necessary features that 

exit in the natural habitat; as much as possible, making the artificial habitat not any 
/ 

.different from. the natural habitat. If the natural habitat requires rocks at the 

waterbed, then it must be maintained in the aquarium. Since some fishes feed on 

mosquito larvae that can be found beneath natural water plants on the waterbed, and 

since$ome require the same natural plants for necessary life cycle within the habitat, 

, 'thep.. such provisions must be made when considering the use of aquariums. 
'. r 

. Since:the:, buildings that are going to be erected on site will most likely be on soil 

with high water table~ the effect of water on such buildings must be curtailed by 

necessary treatment of the walls,. floor slabs' and foundation. 

vii 
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CHAPTER 'ONE • . <', ;t • 

't~~iiti)..i. i .. 
"'\i'n ',i, ',,' INTRODUCTION 
j~~!~~t1·· ... . ..... '.: · 

':':~,'i" ; i~~;:;:~Th~touri~t 'industry, in bur country, Nigeria, is one, which has been neglected in 

','" 

i';;:"'tavour ~fother ~ectors like the industrial" education etc. However, in thee last 2 

,ue(;aa~~s' th~te has' Deen a .rather' futile attempt to wake the sleeping sector with the 
" . 

"'U.~JbV',U',. of amusement parks, night cl~bs,beaches and resorts, perhaps created in a 

to"ackriowledge the eXistence of the tourism sector. One fact that had not been 

L\.IGu,JL,;,-,u,however is that tourism gud in.deed recreation, is a major part of education. 

, this'f~ct ~sknown ~d acimowledged, there will 'definitely be a different response 
" ,\' , ", ' , 

the need for recrea#on in: Nigeria. In the last 5 years there has been a surge in the 
, I 

1'1U-rP>Yll'P> of stress-related diseases and mental illnesses, all partly as a result of the 

decent,~en-organize,d affordable and educative, re~reational activities. 
, ' I ' 

~~Tourism COJ;llpriseS /2 major parts·\-r- the tourist and the spectacle of interest which 

can be eithet'the actual spectacle or the facilities needed to' support its appreciation. 

, The spectacl~ of interest must be enhance enough to catch the attention of the tourist 

:;, and educative, enough ~o maintain his interest. 

'T8.king Nigeria as a case' study with reference to museums in particular, we find that 

the scope in museum development and appreciation is indeed very narrow. History 

, museum housing tra.ditional mask and others indigenous artifacts abound in almost 

every state in Nigeri~, a few exception being the musewu in the Nigeria ammunition 
" , 

and war - related equipment, as well as the museum of Natural and traditional Art 

(MOTNA) in Jos. In America alone, ~here are museums of nearly every object 

,:, " ,available in this world one of them is the Bared Wire museum in La Crosse 

'~" ,,: ;,Kansas, where an exhib~tio~' of about700 types of bared wire is displayed as well a; 

1 



-'i l 

It is hope that this research paper will highlight yet another unexplored area of 

UJ.-!-')J..I.~ which is already so common especially in., developed countries in the 

.... T .... , ... tlT encouraging a broader and more challenging outlook to tourism development 
. i 

"-

." \ . . . 
necessary information1used in this thesis was sourced from books, the Internet 

\. 

/ 
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strands j fr'om the Berlin. wall, wire cutting tools and antique medicine bottle whose 
, > , > " 

contents, were, use to repair damaged bared wire. Another is the tragedy in. St. 

· .' Au~stine, Florida,which ho~ses thecar from which former president of the U. S. 

· .';~ J. F. Ke~~dy was shot. y: et another is the hamburger hall of fame in Seymour, 
· . , 

Wisconsin which. hOlised models of nearly every type. of hamburger available, the 
, 

, . muse~m of incandescent lighting at Baltimore, Maryland which holds 8,500 

. different types of bulbs including the largest and the smallest light bulb every model 

Hence we can, easily conclude that the lack of variety is 'our museum and 

. "consequently our tourism would stetris from a lack of ability to think internationally 

and this must be developed if any progress is to made in the tourism industry. 

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

:{The.proposal for a marine museum at the university of Lagos' Lagoon front tourist 

.' 'centre; .is basic~lly to fulfill, first a recreational need in the university community 
..... j 

.' and' ultimately, to 'further develop the tourist industry in Nigeria by introducing an 

;uncotnmon tourist facility with regards to Nigeria,. which will automatically 

··l1.e~essitate the ~eedfor alliance with similar recreational facilities abroad. 

.... " 'To. provide alternative answer to the problems faced by the tourism centre in 

To provide a knowledge enhancing and research challenging source of 

recreation for the university community and the public. 

· ',' - To serve as a money generating venture for the department managing it as well as 
.... " I 

• '. the university body. 
f 
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InJeCTiVe I 
! 

i 

,To achieve the desired aim of this project, the following objectives have been 

'laboratories for research work to b~ carried out. 

sales 'stand to b~ located at theentnlnce porch of the aquarimnhaU." 

, us~"'~ maintenancd of,naturalfeahlreslike lagoon,. rocks. To create a 

HHTnrH '~tmosphere and bring about haimony between 'the building, the environment 
, . " , 

the aqua~life to be eXhibited. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

venues. ~soo to obtain itlfonnation so ~s to achieve a proper design proposal 

:,'fu'Clud~s: journals, magazines, interviews to lecturers and professionals in the 

+<;,.aepartments and offices that would help provide meaningful information with 

:~~':i.:~~ards to the design proposal e.g. lecturers in the department of Marine Biology in 
/,' .• .', •. , j" 

" the University of Lagos';' Case studies, Site investigation and the internet. 

1.3 SCOPE AND LIMITATION OF WORK 

Scope: 

The scope of the design as to establish a marine museum for the exhibition of 

" marine life, Facilities within the same setting includes 

,-' ,.Aquarimn exhibit hall 

-'. Craft exhibiti~n gallery 

,"', Natural and artificial ponds 

4 



,:\, Conferehce hall 
\:~,'.'y;,,;:;~~:~j~:·';i:' ,~' . '.,' .,'. ,"\' :,' . 
i,'~""ir:;/'{,\~ Auxiliary facilities such as gene~ato,r hOl.;ls,e, aerator,' ~ouse7 ,gat~~,?\l$e, toilet, 

~W;~;i{<starr-well, water tanks, pumping room, stor~s, gazzebo., 
,;E::;{ ~~~~~,:,~ ~> ,.', . . :. ,'. ' . '" ," 

"scientific, artistic and histo~ical'interest., 

. . . . 

" Braekisbwater: - A body of natural water whose ph changes (sometimes fresh' 

water and sometimes, salty water) dependipg on the season and time of the year.: ' 

:~ Fresh water: ... A body of natural water,' which the ph is between 6..5 and 7.5. 

Seawater: -A body of natural water having ph that lies between 11.5-13.5. ' 
• I . _ • .' • 

5 
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;: . 
f 
I CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2~lMUSEUM 

is' an ,institution that acquires, preserves, display, and interprets an encyclopedic 

. 'of objects. Concerned with both the na~al world' and artifacts, MuseUlus 
, '" "" "'~,', . . ' 

, such varied fields as art and, aeronautics,:religion and sports, biology and 
, ~' ; , , ' ' , 

.'-TH1'''''' ' Educational and recreational, they seek to serve both scholars and the general 
" , ., 

" By the ~uithenti~ity of their contents and.their appeal to the eyes, museums 
.'. ' " " "" , 

oftnith and lead~rs'irt kproVing the quality of life. 
"', ' 

fall into three main categories, which' ar~ history, art and science. The 
.' 7' .,ir ,; , ' 

'and they are much, subdivided. Open- air museums cut 

(,History m~setims are the ,most m.Jmerous. They may survey the history of a nation 
:! C ' • " • 

for example, the Museo Nacional de Historia in'MeX,ico City and the. Hungarian ' 
, '", . ' 

",National Museum in Budapest. More Limited in scope, are regional museums, Local 

'historical' societies, and museums of city history, such as those in Amsterdam, 

C' , Warsaw, and new York. The houses of famous persons and oth~rperiod buildings 

• either preserved and resto~ed on site as in Newport, R.I.,' or grandiosely 

" 'J reconstructed as was colonial. Williamsburg,Va., may als'o be considered history 

6 



are. archaeQiogical,anthrQPQlQgical, and histQrical sites, such as 

~ '\,.v~u,,'-u, m~s, in .··Bath, England,~ueblo]:ndi~ 'cl~ff dwellings. in the sQuthwestern 
., + .',.,' ,'-', '-"'<~' ','d'." .'. _ ,." " 

States, t~ebattlefields Qf~aterlQQin Belgium, andthe humble peasant fanns 

Skansen' 6:89,1), near. Stockholm, .' the first permai}ent autdQQrmuseum. 
. '. ; . . ~ 

r. .' .' " " ."' e\ " :." " .'<,' '., -: . ' :c. , 

:.; :AnthrQPolQgy museums, ,such as the Museo. NaciQn~1 de .ft.htrQPQIQgia in Mexico. 

histQrical, scit;nitific, and artistic aspects. 

:~·::.Art.museums are collectiQns nQt Qnly Qf the "fine arts" Qf sculpture and painting Qf 

,high civilizatiQns hut also.. of decQrati~e and fQll< arts ana,.the arts Qf nQnliterate 
. . 

... "peQples. AmQng the great natiQnal museums Qf fme arts are the LQuvre in paris, the 

'~ Prado. ill Madrid, the Uffizi in FIQrence, and the. Hermitage in Leningrad. SQme fme-

art museums specialize in Qne periQd Qrculture -fQr example, the Musee de Cluny 

in paris fQr medieval art, the Guggenheim in New YQrk City fQr mQdern art, and. 

Asia HQuse in New Y Qrk City fQr Oriental art. The VictQria and Albert Museum in - . 

_ LQndQn CQvers wQrldwide decQrative arts, while the CQrning Musemn in CQrning, 
/ 

N.Y.~ specializes in' glass. FQlk -art, museums, sQmetimes cQnsideredhistQry 

.' museum, can frequently he seen in EurQpe. A unique art museum is the Museum Qf 

UncQnsciQUs in Rio. de Janeiro., which displays wQrks by mental 

museums CQver bQth the pure and applied 'SCIences, althQugh SQme 

museums Qf technQIQgy may be cQnsidered histQrica1.The categQry Qf pure-science 

. "museums inCludes museums Qf natural science,cQntaining cQllectiQns Qf rQcks, 
" .. , ' . ' . 

, •. ~ plants, skeietQns, andmQunted animal specimens-fQr example, the British Museum 

.·:(Natu~al HistQry), LQndQn; the Natural HistQry Museum .. Vienna, and the' Field 

';M~seum, Chicago.. AlSo. included are planetariUtns, aquariums, ZQQS, bQtanical 

and arboretums. . 
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. . 

,:',Outstru{ding among' general museums of applied science are the Science. Museum; 

", ... Lorid~n,the\Deutsclies Museum; Munich, and the M~seum of Science and Industry, 

., Chicago.Amo~g 1nuseums devoted to ,1lloresp~cialized aspects of man's economy 

'and tecIuiolo'~·:.,~re the Cleveland' (Ohio ).Heaith 'Museum; the whaling Museum 

;')Ne;,y Bedford, Mass.; the Railway Museum, Leicester, England; and the Hungarian 
,,,' " . i' , " . ,.' 

Agricultural Museum, Budapest. 

',' 2.1.2 . MOTIVES FOR COLLECTING 

A., survey'. of the history' and types' of museums. reveals a variety' of' motives, often 

co~bined, influencing man to invest talent, time, and money in assemhlingobjects 
,.1: 

: 'of no direct utilitarian value ..... . 
,"" 

.Ofprimary importance 1S ·the age-old. desire to expand the frontiers of 
, " '. 

lmowledge. The 16 century Italian' physician Ulisse Aldrovandi set himself the task 

of illustrating all'nature in hispriv~te museum. Thomas Jefferson sent paleontogical 

specimens to Frari~e to counter t,he accusation of the 18th century French naturalist 

G.L.L Buffon that animals and peoples deteriorated when transplanted to America. 

(2) Another strong motive is the urge to identifY with a particular group. Thus .' 
Europeans since the Renaissance, admiring the achievements of classical Greece 

and Rome, collected antiquities from those civilizations. The attitude survives in the . 
J. Paul Getty Museum, a reconstruction of ~Roman villa, built in Malibu, calif., in 

the 1970's. Strengthening religions identity are museum of objects inspired by faith, 

such as the Tantra Museum in New Delhi and the Mennonite Village Museum in 

Steinbach, Canada. 

National loyalty is encouraged, by the reconstruction of afonner polish royal 

, residence in Warsaw, the, National Museum of New Delhi, and the shahyad Arya 
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, Mehr Monument, containinginastprpieces of Iranian art, which marks the approach 

to' Teheran. "Museums in the USSR commemorating political and war heroes 

contribute to soviet patriotic feeling,' and the National portrait Gallery in 

Washington, D.C., keeps alive the memory of noted Americans. 

,An outdoor museum 01 11 distinct ethnic farmsteads in Eagle, Wis., expresses that 

.,',',, ·state's loyalty'to its immigrant he~itage. In such countries as Vietnam, Thailand, and 

'" ",Bangladesh, "Living musemns of ethnography" are raising citizens' consciousness 

,of their ancient! cultural' past.' The identity of black Americans is articulated by 

, 'speci~l ~xhibits such as "African Tribal Images at the Cleveland Museum of Art in 

""',1 

" , , 
,(3 ) Another impulse to collecting is the, desire to prove success and gain prestige. 

:Military conquerors frequently c;arried home art objects from subjugated lands as 
~ " . 

evidence of triumph and as status symbols. 

,;, ,/ ' 

:'TIlliS Roman soldiers filled their house with art objects plundered from· Greece. 

Napoleon in 1798 order~d that works of art seized by his armies be p~radpd on the 

Champs de Mars in Paris before being deposited in the short-lived Musee Napoleon. 
, " I 

, '.In,the late 19th century a desire for conspicuous collections of European art objects 

'gripped American entrepreneurs who wished to display their financial success. 

There is still a tendency in some museums to take pride in the size and opulence of 

, . their buildings, not always to the benefit of visitors. The wish of a prestigious 

institution to secure at all costs a famous work of art contributes to the often 

fabulous prices paid for such works at auctions. 

,(4) Closely related to the motive of prestige is that of hoarding. Some 

collectors are infatuateq with quatitity. TIle Roman statesman Cicero, for example, 

filled 18 villas with treasures, and the son ofihe 19th century American collector 

, ' 



.' 
" 

William iThompson Walters chartered a ship to convey his Italian paintings to 

'Baltimore. 

In a modern museum, of course, large numbers of oJ:>jects inay be less a matter of 

greed than a ne~essity for scholarly research. 

Finally there is the appeal of :art objects to the senses and the emotions. 

:'Acc()rding, to the 16th 6entury painter Francisco de Rolanda, Paintings make sad 

people feel joy and let the contented. discover misery ... they make us experience 
. , 

• > ,~ , 

.love .:. pity." Art' musemns are concerned with these emotional faculties, which 
-, '" 

" have been slighted in favor of'cognition by formal acaderpic education but which 
" 

. are 'now recognized as being just as much a part of the functions of the nervous 

AQUARIUM 

• This is a tank or group of tanks for the display or study of fish or other aquatic anin}als. The basic 
, ," ... 

. requirement for keeping fish (except in small home aquariums) is to ensure the movement and 
, ,. 

" treatment oflarge quantities of water, because the great majority of aquatic animals cannot endure 

the conditions that develop in small standing bodies of water. Particular requirements include 

filter- age clarification, temperature and chemical control, aeration, and storage. Most of these 

functions are performed in the operation of large aquariums, although the degree to which each is 

carried.out may vary with local conditions. The limitation imposed by these requirements almost 

, invariably cause any large aquarium to beconle a collection of relatively small tanks, each served 

by aCirculation system isolated that of the other tanks. 

It 'was once thought possible to by pass some of these requirements in certain areas. 

Thus, in 1938, an entirely different kind of aquarimn, called an oceanarium, was 

built at St. Augustine, Fla. TIns consisted of two very large tanks, open to the sky

one circular, 75 feet (23 meters) in diameter, the other roughly rectangular, 100 by 

10 
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i " , :' , 
40 ,feet (230 by 12 meters) and each about 15 feet (5 meters) deep. Each tank bad a 

/ !, 'number of gl~ed p~rts ,cut at various 'levels for viewing the fish. ,Water from the 

,OCean was pumped directly into the tanks, and large populations of marine fish 

"mammals, turtles, and a few birds were placed in each tank. A number of 

,',modifications in the operation of the tanks became n~cessary, however"so that these 
i ' 

, tanks are now aquariumJ in the conventional sense of the word. 

operation of a domestic aquanum follows different principles from those 
\ 

',governing the operation of large, institutional aquariums. The small aquariums are, 

" by their nature, limited in the kind and number of fish that they can carry. Such 

aquariums work on the principle that fresh water, uncles it is abused, overloaded, or 

, poisoned will improve as it ages and continue to support any of the kinds of fish that 

can live in it in the first place. 

",2.2.1" HISTORY, OF THE AQUARIUM 
/ 

I 

,Keepmg' fish for amusement or for exhibits of ancient origin, goes back to at least 

600 B.C, wht:m theSumerians practiced pond culture of fish. Later, the Chinese sea 

'carp and goldfish, and the Roman of early historic times maintained pet marine fish, 

'spending considerable efforts and money to arrange for constant changes of water 

by means of channels cut from the sea to their ponds. The use of glass-sided tanks as 

we know them today, containing both fish and plants, started in Britain about the 

, 'middle of the 19th century. 

In 1853, soon after the development of home fish keepingt11e Zoological Gardens of 
" 

",Regent's Park, London, England, put a collection of standing water tanks into a 

small building called the fish Hou~e, which became the first established public 

11 
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c aquarilJn. Several other cities m England and on the Continent established 

. aquariums within the next few years, but the difficulties inherent in the keeping of 

any fish, other than the hardiest and most tolerant soon caused them ~l to close. 
·.1 .' 

. However, several principles were becoming understood, and they were used in a 

n~w 'aquarium in BI~lCkpool, England, in 1871, and in Brighton, England, and 
i , 

Frankfurt, Germany, in' 1872. These were the first large public aquariums like those 

P.T. Barnum opened the first public~quarium in the United States in New York City 

.,in 1856. ,Like its English contemporaries, it did not last long, for it had all the faults 

" of the English aquariums. There were very few aquariums in the United States until 
, 1~'. \ 

New York City opened its aquarium in 1896 at the remodeledfort Castle Garden 

(formerly Castle Clinton). This aquarium was the largest in th~ world for many , ' I 
, , -, i "; 

c years" and, . until it closed in 1941" was a leader in the development of aquarium 

, management practices, TIle first stage of a new New York Aquarium was dedicated 

(in June 5, 1957, Ion the oceanfront at Coney Island,Brooklyn. The exhibitions 

" consist mainly of marine mammals in im oceanarium type of tank and of tropical 

reef fishes, marine reptiles, and birds. Odler oceanariUlTI type aquariums are the 

c, Marine lands of Florida, in St. Augustine, and the Pacific on the Palos Verdes 

Peninsula near Los Angeles. 

2.2.2 STOCKING THE AQUARIUM 

In stocking a public aquanum or oceanarmm, the animals first must be caught 

mlhanned and then transported safely to their destination. This move also involves 

the ,transportation of water, which is as subject to deleterious change as is water in 

'the aquariuin. 

12 
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fallacy once governed the stocking of small fish tanks. This was the 

principle of the so-called "balanced aquarium". The theory was that aquatic plants 

could take up the carbon dioxide released by the fish and use this carbon dioxide to 

. release the oxyge,nneeded by the fish. This simple principle gained widespread 
, 

acceptance' until it w~s shown that only under very strong light would the plants 

release oxygen. At other times, the plants actually competed with the fish for the 

available oxygen, which was entering the water through its surface. In actual 

practice, a small planted tank, in comparison to a similar unplanted tank, under 

normal conditions will carry more fish per unit of water only if kept in bright light 

continuously, day and night. 

'.; , 
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2'.2.3, : '~QUATICPHYSIOLOGY AND AQUARIUMS 

":'By"theirnature, fish arid aquatic invertebrates are mo.re intimately bound to their 

•.. environment thafl:'are terrestrial animals: Pro.portiOnately, aquatic· animals have less 

. blood than terrestrial ariimals fo~ instance, because they are in osmotic balance with 

the water surrounding tIiem (the concentration of saIts in their blood is the same as 

. " .. the concentration in the surrOlmdingwater so.lution). Co.nsequently, the aquatic 

<enviionmenfinust be mo.re closelycqntro.lled both in temperature, and in chemical 

.'conditi'ons than'eitherof these need be'''fo.r terrestrial creatur~s. Also, noxio.us animal 

wastes slowly change the water chemistry; if allowed to accumulate, the wastes will 

kill the aquarium's inhabitants .. 

In aquariums or oceanariums where ocean where ocean water is pumped into. tanks 

'. and retuned to the sea, and where the inhabitants are from local. Water much less 

. control is needed than in land aquariums. In these aquariums, water originally 

. transported from the~ea must be sto.red and continually re-circulated . 

. Even in' controlled aquariums, control of algae is a prime necessity because the 

,metabolites developed by higher organisms and by slight stimulate a prolific growth 
. . 

of algae that not o.nly litnit visibility but also would algae is to. use copper,· an 
, , 

, , . 

excellent decide. Unfortunately, many fish and inveterate can tolerate a far smaller 

, proportion of upper than is needed to destroy the algae. 

'A co.nsiderable financial saving in maintaining fresh aquarium water is possible with 

, the algae of fairly suitable synthetic seawater. These are somewhat more limited 

,'than natural seawater.in the kind, o.f fish that will support. Synthetic seawater is 

. prepared by adding to fresh water the proportions of most of the animals normally' 
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present in seawater. Some and aquariums use a mixture of natural and synthetic 

seawaters to save money. 

There are . many other methods for the command of tank water and for the moving of 

aquatic animals. Most are the result of the experience of the workers in some 

specific aquari~, but variations are numerous. 

FUNCTION AND PURPOSE' 
i . 

aquarIUms were considered to be special museums, but their recreational 

• appeal was soon recognized and developed, publicly owned aquariums are primarily 
" 

'educational institutions. Privately owned ones, varying in size from small one-man 

operations to huge 'oceanariums, however, also frequently provide educational 

programs and exhibits; for example, the oceanariums pioneering in the capture, care, 
. . 

",."', 'and training' of dolphins and, whales have increased public awareness of their 

, I 
;. 

importance. Some aquariums built for research are'not always open to the public. 

Closely related to aquariums is the raising of fishes and invertebrates to provide 

:'food or' stock for sport fishing. This is now' usually tenned aquaculture or 

'aquiculture. ,The management ,of or~amental ponds may also serve a useful purpose, 
, ' 

'p'articularly since filtration and water 'treatment are sometimes used to improve, 

'pond-water quality. Such ponds' may be small garden pools, primarily for water 

'" lilies, or larger ponds ou fanns for the culture of food fishes. 

Design and Architecture 

The first containers specifically designed for aquatic specimens were the strictly 

functional open-air tanks used by the Romans to preserve and fatten fish for market. 
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It was not until the 18th century that the importation of goldfish into Prance from the 

Orient for aesthetic enjoyment created the detnand for small aquan~ns; ceramic 

bowls, occasionally fitted with transparent sections, were produced. 1$.e large public 
rJ;, 

aquariums in many European cities, built between 1850 and 1880,w6~e influenced 

,b~'curi-erit romanticisni, and' ~onscious efforts were made to create the illusion that 
" '.," .' \ '.' , ,,' " ' '., ' 

spectator was entering into the underwater world. More recently, the trend has 
. , 

,. .' . 

; been to emphasize the natUral beauty of the specimens and to make a sharp 

, distinction between the water and the viewing space. 

Basic materials. Regardlesso'f size-whether a small jar with a capacity of 

l~ss thrui one gallon or a huge tank with a capacity of more than 1,000,000 gallon

aquariums must be constructed with care; many substances, especially plastics and 

,"', ,adhesives, nontoxic to humans, are toxic to water-breathing animals .. 

Glass is probably the safest basic material, although polyethylene,' polypropylene, 

.c'acrylicplastics (plexiglass), and fluorocarbon plastics are nonnallynontoxic . 

. ,} Fiberglass has been widely used and is nontoxic if proper1y prepared. Adhesives for 

;~ealing include. epoxy resins, polyvinyl chloride, silicone rubber (except for certain 

" ~oloured preparations), arid neoprene. Metals are not usually used, . especially in 

; seawater, which is highly corrosive. Stainless steel, which has a lowtoxicity, IS 

. often used, especially in freshwater systems. 

The tank. A small aquarium Can be constructed· entirely of glass. and 
. . . 

without supporting frames by using silicone rubber as an adhesive;,:Fibreglass is 

probably the most practical supporting material for all but the largest tanks since it is 
," '. , 

lightweight, strong, does not deteriorate, and is easi1y: fabricated mto~ any shape. 

Wood, thoughwide1yused, is subject to rot andboring,~rganismsand thus must be 

" .... .u..LI(.}r' ... "",.. concrete, including specil;lllnixesJorseawater, IS the principal 
, ' '~;A):'Y{.'·, ;,.<~ i:: .. ,.' , 

in the construction of large aqlj~ium~'. '. 
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':;';Inmodefl1laquariums tanks of a ~ari~i:y of sizes and shapes are often grouped into 

'discrete units in ord~r to avoid the "boxes of fish" look that characterizes some of 
. ," -

older, formal aquariums. Dry dioramas at the rear of the tank create illusion of 

"distance; the tank habitat can be a natural one or one in which fibre has been' 

or pained to duplicate, abnost any environment. Modem aquariums 

Polished plate glass fully tempered polished plate glass, and plexiglass are the most 

'conIDonly used glazing materials.' Polished plate glass is usua:lly used, only in small 
. , ' 

aquariums because it breaks into large pieces when it fails. One generally accepted 

.practice"is to glaze large tanks with two or three layers of tempered glass so that if 
'\" 

'breakage occurs to one layer. Although plexiglass is easily scratched, it can be 

, repolished, 
J 

',.;,(: " . Accessories. Accessories for individual tanks normally include filters, air 
; "t \j .i,· <. ;'~,';" 

~i~4~!:;:·,\:~;' .. puinps~ lights, and electric thermostatically controlled immersion heaters, or perhaps 

:::!:if~;};;tr,:alternately,some ~eahs of chilling' the water. In aquarimn buildings the tank are 
'",r\l)'f~'-:: ; ';, -,I' \ 

,<ii"}j;~:,;tl"'usually' grouped' so that they have a common filter and method of temperature 
",:,'<"'. ,~;,;!,.r,- . 

,;;It'',:,,}N:.:controtWater sterilizers may be included. Plmnhing in large aquarium with 

,:~r!,{";:l~;;~;: 'mUltiple 'systems is ,sometimes complex, involving a variety of automatic controls 
. ::- ~,':I~,~:",~ '::b i 

!-1 

" and water-quality monitoring systems. Because of its cost and fTagility, glass 

, phunbing (e.g for aeration or circulation of water within an aquarium) is used only 

, in ,cases in which low toxicity is essential. Unplasticized polyvinyl chloride pipe is 

.: widely used. Fibreglass pipe and epoXy-lined asbestos pipe are sometimes used, but 
,> ... 1 

,lead and hard mbher,pipe are obsol~te. In seawater systems*e growth of fouling , 

organisms such as mussels and barnaCles is avoided by providing the with duplicate 

, pipes' and alternating their use on a weeldy basis. When a line . is dry the few 

't:: organisms present die and are flushed out when the line is again put into service. 
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Nonmetallic or plastic-lined pumps are better than metal ones in-terms of toxicity, 

, ,but stainless steel is often satisfactory. Airlift pumps (such as those used in home 

aquarium subsand filters) move large volumes of water when the lift pipes are of 

en ....... "."" ...... diameter. 

. L 

.',' '" l ", ' 

the most effective illuminatio~ is by incandescent lamps placed above the 

glass. Fluorescent'lights provide , even 'illumination but may over-illuminate the 
, . 

wall; coloured lights <accentuate· natural colours; and mercury-vapour lamps 

'encourage maximum growth of marine plants. 

Plants. ,The introduction of some form of aquatic plant life is of practical 
" ' 

"in an aquarium, although the presence of plants can cause complications. 
.' I. \... ' • 

plants consume dissolved oxygen and give off carbon dioxide; under the 

" . influence of bright light, plants also consume carbon dioxide and give off oxygen 

epgaged, in ,photosynthesis.' This operates very well ,so lo~g as light of a 

certain h-ttensity falls on the plants'-the animals thus give off what the plants can use 
~,' I . " 

,vice veisa. Aquariums in ,which t1;le plants and animals are believ~d to balance 

,e'ach other in a respiratory sense are generally referred to as balanced aquariums. , ' 

of balance is rarely attained, however because under certain 

, ; ,conditions (i.e, inadequate light intensity) the plants are in direct respiratory 

:'< competition with the animals. Moreover, the atmosphere constantly enters the 

. ,.,'" 

picture, ~ffecting the exchange of gases through the water surface. The quantities of 

animal and plant life should be so related to the surface area of the tank that they can 

survive indefmitely by means of gaseous exchange through the surface fum. There 

" is an additional relationship between plants and anilnals in such an aquarimn: the 

,waste products of the fishes form fertilizer or food for the plants and are consumed 

:by them. It is, strictly speaking, such water that aquarists consider conditioned and 

most suitable for the specimens of interest. Furthermore, dense, slow-growth plants 
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thatconSllme much of the waste of relatively few fishes as fast as they are formed 
, " I , 

, usually furnish the most stable and attractive aquariums. A variety of such plants is 

:. Maintenance problems I 

The design of a large aquarium must take into account the requirements of the 

specimens, especially since exhibits at modem aquariums include all types of 

"aquaticorganisins: mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and invertebrates as well 

as fishes. Among the many factors that Iriust be considered are" traffic flow patterns 

'of visitor, reflections off glass, and acoustics; and tank-maintenance problem such 

as water clarity, dissolved wastes, temperature tank doc or, disease treatment and 

nutrition. 

Water quality; The prnnary requirement for maintaining aquatic 

>t/,'>i;o~ganisms is water quality, The water supply must be free of pollutants, including 
;:"~'~··:>Y;:!::~~' .. ,~:.'--' ," 
";:,i(;;.tts~wage and industri~l wastes, and it should be in gaseous equilibrium with the 
'.l}!~P\~',T:'.~' .,' 

,::,:r:r:;~:'atlnosphere to ensure adequate oxygen and to avoid super.,.saturation with nitrogen. 

;;';~~j IIi're-circulating systems, water treatment m~st not only enSUre clarity of the water 
, ~,'~ .':~tli:~,j'-(!' /j. , ~;" , , " , 

'~\:;.i'j:'tl,but also purification of metabolic wastes. The source of freshwater is usually water 
~~~;::~~Z'~'''.' '~~,'J'e','; ,J 

'., c;supplies from: which chlorine and other addition have removed, either by carbon 
f~ " ' < 

,':Hltration or by the addition of a chemical. Marine organisms can be maintained in 
";"'" , 

. :'~':either natural or artificial seawater; the latter has the advantage of being initially free 
, . 

orgamsms and pollutants but may not be as suitable for some 

'The~eare three basic types of water systems: open, closed, and semi closed. In open 

::!~:.>i:~~~t:msthe wa~er flows through the aquarium once and is discarded. This provides 

:i/': water quality comparable to that of then,atural environment and there is no building 
t; z~, ,~' ,," f 

,::.,,~;,.,·,i·, T' 
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of toxic metabolic waste; however, temperature control and pumping are usually 
I. ' 

costly, and1filtration often is necessary. 

IS continuously re-circulated in closed systems and is only renewed 

periodically. Metab~lic wastes must be treated since they are not continuously 

,~.u,~I,7U"'''' from the system. IAn important _ pi'oblem is that ammonia must be rapidly 

or transfonned because it is hannful even at 'very low concentrations. In 

th~,. aquarium the bacteria that convert ammonia to nitrite reside primarily in the 

niate~ial, and a slow sand, filter with, a large surface area, is usually provided to 
< .~ ~, 

their'abundance. Plant growth in the aquarium, especial1y in marine systems, 

'not usually sufficient'to utilize all the nitrate produced by bacteria frOln nitrite. 

some aquariums have operated many years with a minImum of water 

renewal, it is normally necessary to replace from 1 to 1. 0 percent of the water per 
, I 

month to maintain a low level of nitrites. TIle use of charcoal in both freshwater and 

, se'awater systems helps to slow the accU1nulation of nitrogenous wastes. Metabolic 

also cause an increase in the acidity of the water. Carbonate compounds are 

'COInmonly used to maintain an optimal level of acidity, particularly when water 

, _,,' • renewal is frequent. ' 

Semi-closed system are essentially the same' as closed except that there is a constant 

connection to the water supply, and the problem of dissolved wastes is system is less 

costly than the open one with regard to temperature control and pumping. 

The turnover rate, or rate of water replacement, of individual aquarium is important 

and should be no more than two hours. In addition, aeration by means of air stones 

, (diffusers) should be provided to guard against asphyxia in the event of an 

'.':,-*~ unexpected water-supply failure. 
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invertebrates also be maintained without filtration Or' aeration m 

that are . "balanced" with pla~ts; however the balance between plants and 
" 

is very'" difficult to attain on a large scale or even in a nonnally stocked 

aquarium, especially a ~eawater aquarium . 

•.. :::Fresh~ater pools for mammals and birds present special problems.' They general1y 

require a IJgher. filtration rate greateifiltcr capacity because they accumulate large 

..... amounts of fecal wastes; Air-breathing animals, however, at:e not higbly sensitive to 
, . 

'\;,,:water quality; thus ch~lnical treatments, such as chlorination, which would kill 
,. ". 

: . '1', " 

fishes, can be used to control ·bacteriaand to improve water c1arity. Seawater are 

~.'.' 

\..: 

'simpler; for example, a 2percent sodium chloride solution \Nill satisfactorily 

maintain whales and dolphins. Seals and sea lions have been kept in freshwater, but 

thIs may increase tbeireye problems because of the osmotic effc~t ofthcfrcshwatcr 

on the eye tissues. 

Feeding . TIle diet provided for. aquarium specimens should approximate 

. the natural diet as c10sely as possible. In addition to products available from the fish 

market, several c01mnen:;ially prepared diet and various live foods are available to 

the professional and home aquarist. As a general nde fishes do better it provided 

... with a varied diet. Brine shrimp (Artemia) are a convenient source of food and arc 

available both as newly hatched larvae or adults, either alive, frozen, or freeze-dried. 
, . , . 

It' should be noted, however, that they do not fiJI all. of the nutritional requirements 
~ . 

ofrnany plankton-feeding fishes. 

. 1Jisease. Disease~prevention' is a constantly strived for goal, since. disease • 

'. ',' .once . introduced ~ into the aquarium,. are ofteridiffic~lt to eliminate. Specimens 
.' . . 

, . ." . . . 
~t'1-.e~·e·l':o··~~· m"s4' ~h~ p~ov;:;l~d' ''''~~h ,un+"'r "f · .... "~t,,hl"" ~l'"l;+. .. I·l ""~,..;;...:,;.,.,,,~' 1-.o1~;h';{
,U ... l ~ 1 ..... UU l· ,U\,,' ,'J:' .J.\J.y I VV.!.I...L. v>U.LY \.I .. i:>U.L.C!.U .. Y "l,·aHlY, u.ly IJ!"-'1-' ..... ,,·· .. !U.I .• J!i.<'i.I., 

. in~luding prote~tive cover if necessary c'o.mpatible tank-:mates;andmi adequate diet. 
., ",' -, 
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'of toxic metabolic waste; however, temperature control and pumping are usually 
,~. ,1 . , . 

'cost1y~ and filtr-ationoften is necessary. 

is continuo,~sly re-circulated in closed' systems and is only renewed 

periodically .. Metabolic 'wastes must be treated since they are not continuously 

.L.lu.,~.l.l"''-I' ,from the system: An important,' problem is that ammonia must be rapidly 

." removed or transformed because it is harmful even. at very low concentrations. In 

the aquarium the bacteria that convert ammonia to nitrite reside priniarily in the 
, , ' 

'.'rlltermat~rial'7 and a slow sand filter with. a large surface are,:! is usually provided to 

.ensure their, abundance. Plant growth.in the aquarium, especially in marine systems, 

.. is not usually sufficient to utilize all the nitrate produced by bacteria from nitrite. 

:"Although some aquariums have operated many years with a minimum of water 

........ renewal, it is normally necessary to replace from 1. tol0 percent of the water per 
, 

, month to maintain a low level of nitrites. The use of charcoal in both freshwater and 

: 'seawater systems helps to slow the accumulation. of nitrogenous wastes. Metabolic 

. wastes also cause an htcrease in the acidity of the water. Carbonate compounds are 

,',.' commonly used to maintain an optimal level of acidity, particularly when water 

renewal is frequent. 

Semi-closed system are essentially the same as closed except that there is a constant 

connection to the water supply, and the problem of dissolved wastes is system is less 

, costly tllan the open one with regard to temperature control and pumping. 

. ,The tUfllover rate, or rate of water replacement, of individual aquarium is important 

,and should be no more than two hours.·In addition, aeration by means of airstones 

.~:. (diffusers) should be provided' to guard against asphyxia in the event of an 
, i 

,unexpected water-supply failure .. 
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and invertebrates also be maintained without fIltration or aeration in 

aquarium that are "balanced" with plants~ however the balance between plants and 

. animals is very difficult to attain on a large scale or even in a normally stocked 

. aquarium,. especially a seawater aquarium . 

.. Freshwater pools for mammals and birds present special problems. They generally 

a higher' :filtration rate greater :filter capacity because they accumulate large 
, '. 

amounts of fecal wast~. Air-breathing ammals, however, are ,not highly sensitive to 

:~ater qrlality; thus chemical treatments, such as chlorinati~n, which would kill 

: fishes, can be used to control bacteria and to improve water clarity. Seawater are 
'. 

'for' example, a 2percent sodium chloride solution will satisfactorily 

~ruritain 'whales and dolphins. Seals and sea lions have been kept in freshwater, but 

':; •. u ..... :, ............ .}' increase their eye problems because of the osmotic' effect ~f the' freshwater 

'Feeding~ .~ The/diet provided for aquarium 'specimens should approximate 

: the ~aturaldiet as closely as possible: In addition to products available from the fish 

;~arket, several commercially prepared diet and various live foods are available to 

the professional and home .aquarist. As a general rule fishes do better it provided 

; ,:with'a varied diet. Brine shrimp (Artemia) are a convenient source of food and are 

available both as newly hatched larvae or adults, either alive, frozen, or freeze-dried . 

.,It should be noted, however, that they-do not fill all of the nutritional requirements 

."',t::'::of manypl~on-feedingfishes .. 
Disease. Disease prevention is a constantly strived for goal, since disease, 

once introduced into the aquarium, are' often difficult to eliminate. Specimens 

therefore must be provided with water of suitable quality; the proper habitat, 
{t~ 

! including protective cover if necessary compatible tank-mates; and an adequate diet. 
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specpnen~ are usually quarantined for two. or three ~eeks prior to placement in 

display tankS., 
, ' 

',Several categories\of'nuectious disease can occur in aquariums. Protozoans are a 
;', \, 

,\~:,\ICOrnm,on problem7 especially those causing ,freshwater and marine white-spot 
.' > .. , < • 

Ul:Svtt~iv Few trea~nts have thus for been completely successful. Theproblem in 

, marine aquariums is so severe that many facilities maintain in the water a very low 

,"close of copper sulfate as a preventive ~easure,despite its undesirability in terms of 

":':'~,,;toxicity. Fonnalin andihsecticides,. although both toxic,. are9ommon treatments for 

:\Jhe Jarge parasites that attach themselves to fish. Treatments that necessitate handing 
,'~'t: , 

:> the specimens are avoided if possible. Large fishes that must be handled arte usually 
" , 

. , anastbetized in order to reduce stress. 

Ultraviolet sterilizer ,units can prevent the spread of disease in aquarium water 

systems if strategically placed and of sufficient capacity. Antibiotics should be used 

only if essential for the cure of a specific disease; indiscriminate use cannot only 

result in resistant strains of the disease-causing organisms but also in destruction of 

" ',nitrifying bacteria. 

Staff. A large aquanum reqUlres many kinds of specialists, including 

,erig:ineers~accountants, animal trainers, educators, and biologists. The people in the 
. , 

cannot obtain fonnal training; as, a result, aquarium experience is gained 
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CHAPTER THREE 

.~ 

"~, .. RESEARCH 'AREA 

L" ,,:,:,.,'; 

:~Gi;i:'I:!iY~! :;:",: , , '. , 
.'::',')': WATERANDBUILDINGS 

~lft;J~~'""{ ....•.. . .•... . .. . .. . . .. . 
}};~;I',;:;i;,,';;;';Whether tbru.st against I and into a building by a flood, driven into the interior by a 

j;,)t/,~~:'~';_'J'f1}/~';i.,.:.":' ': :," '- , '\ ' ',., . 

":t'i::"";}! 'l':: ,,:.cheavy ,ra~ leaking from plumbing~ or. s'eeping through the e~terior enc1osure~ water 
·--;·-:~,;,·';:l\:~~\·-}F':;.'~~~<: ,," > '" + - , > " • • ~ '. " 

";:;;"'i)tii,;:'.crui, cause costly damage to ,a building.' Consequently" designers' should protect 
: '~>'}"):;'~;" .,;I,;t;~:!, '?;' ,,- . 'i , ' 

i};J!~'):iijt;;;;~jbuildings'and their contents against water damage. 

;~~:~1~~~~:, ....... · , .... . . " .. ,. 
i<iY:~l"::1Hf(::Protect1Ve measure s may be diVIded mto two classes: flood proofing and 
/{i;t~~"<i,~~::f;:'~' J'",., ',,' " " - , 
"~,:l;{';f.!"fiH,},~;waterproofing.' Flood proofing provides protection against flowmg surface' water, 
,,::::·::!)/tr;.Q':~;';:::y(~::,-~,·-.;:' ",'''':' >,:' , , '," \. I.' 

;~:<:c::;!;'P~:;>~commonly ,caused by" a river overflowing, its banks. Waterproofing provides 
~~:~"i,~:(;r.~~~, .« <. ." '. - " 

;:~(,:{;~;t!~;;;<;,protectio~ against, p6netration through' the exterior enclosure of, buildings ; of 
\,,:,,>}:;:;i;' , ' 

'''',;:,,'}: groundwater, rainwater, and melting snow . 

. ~3.1 FLOODINGPROOFING: 

. :,:;A flood o'ccurs when a river rises above an elevation, called flood stage, and is not 

prevented by enclosures from causing damage beyond its banks. Buildings 

constructed in a flood plain, an area that can be inundated by a flood, should be 

protected against a flood with a mean recurrence interval' of 100 years 

Major objectives of flood proofmg are to protect fully buildings and contents from 

, .' damage from a 100-year flood, reduce losses fro~ more devastating floods, and 

1;c; . lower flood insurance premiums. Flood proofing,. however, would be unnecessary if 

','; , buildings were not constructed in flood plains. Building in a flood plain should be 
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\ ~ '.- " , 

lIDless the risk to life is acceptable and construction there" can be 

"l\:d~i;f:'ecQnon:rica1ly arid soCiallyjustified~, , . 

2fjg!i~"Jr' ': '.' ... ' .. " 
::i,~,:?;1,~';:,:(S()me:sites in flood plams possess some ground high enough to avoid flood damage. 
~Jir':~~·i~/~?r.Ht:·"\'::· '~'{' -.", !, :", , ',:, "" ' ":'"""" • '> ' 

tb',tt(td~lf suchsitesnlust,beused, buildings should be clustered on the high areas. Where 
'~~);-:·:::~··I~~',~,,~~;;./;~:>··,,~,;:~·:·:·., ", ! , ,,', i'. . ,""' , . . . 

:;,;{';\;::wi:i;;'~uch areas are not availaole, it may be feasible to build up ban earth fill, with 
. . "}\";'.f' (\.'~ ~t ,'.. '1 " 

:.'C!::i;:~:;'::f;ti~rribanktllents protected against 'erosion bywater~, t~ raise structures' above flood 
;'~'?\~:1iG(., ." , , , , ., ' ' ' . ,. . . ' . ' 
';l:t!:,!:::), : levels. ' :Prefer~bly,such structures should not have basements, because they would 

,,:,f~~·~r:f':;:J~;;:F';\~:\1' ",," . ":. . ": " ." '", ': ' 
'i:r:;":;:i:+;';~:tequire. costly protection against water .pressure. 
,~:E~!lr,,;i, " . . '. ........ .' 
::;,;~{;/j~Y>k';~lteritative to elev~ting abuildingonfiU is raising it on stilts (colunms in an 
:' J~:~n\'~J,~J;;. f"'.~,. .' ' ' " \, 

't:'L 'D,f,;'unenclosed space). ,In that case~ utilities and other services should be protected 

A:;"~E~jX~'~gain~t damage from flood flows. The space at ground It~vel between the stilts may 
:;Ij::i'>' ,'. . . . . " 
i;,:;/L" be used for parking automobiles, if the risk of water damage to them is acceptable or 

l ',~ '.".~ ~ ,_ 

·4~·}ll : if they will be removedbefore floodwaters reach the site. 
<~:.Jf1».<.' ! 

./ 

". ,Buildings that cannot be elevated above flood stage should be furnished with an 

. impervious exterior. Windows should be above flood stage, and doors should seal 

tightly against their frames. Doors and other openings may a,lso be protected with a 

flood shield, such as a wall. Openings in the wall for access to the building trtay be 

protected with a movable flood shied, which for normal conditions can be stored out 

. of sight and then positioned in the wall opening when a flood is imminent. 

I 

.To. prevent water damage to essential services for buildings in flood plains, 

~portan~ . mechanical and electrical equipment should be located above flood level. 

aUxiliarY electric generators to provide some emergency power are desirable. 

addition, pumps should be installed to eject water that leaks into the building. 
. , , 



""'Furth~nnore, Unless a building, is to ,be evacmited in case of flood, an emergency 

',:·watersupply should be stored in atank above flood level, and sewerage should be . . . 

" .. ·:proVidedwith cutoff valves topr~vent backflow. ' 

'WATERPROOFING: 

additio~ to ':~rotecting buildings .. aga.inst. floods, ,designers also should adopt 

that prevent groundwater, 'rainwater, snow, or melted snow from 

peltletratJLU'g" ~tothe interior through the exterior enclosure. Water may leak'through 
. , . 

expansion joints or ,other 'opellings in walls and rQofs, or .througll cracks 

~'iaroUndwindows and doors. Also, water may seep through solid but porous exterior 

"'.:inatenals; such as masonry. Leakage generally maybe prevented by use of weather-
, 

". stripping around windows and doors, impervious water stops in joints, o~ calking of 
. '. . 

cracks and other openings. Methods of preventing seepage, however, depend on the 

',;:.o/Pes of materials used in the exterior enclosure. 

, . , 

"Definitions of TermiReiated to Water Resistance 

. , ' .. Permeability: Quality or state, of pennitting passage of water and water vapor into 

throu~ and from pores and interstices, without causing rupture or displacement. 
l 

*Excepted with minor revisions from Sec. 12 of the third edition of this handbook; 

authored by Cyrus C, Fish burn, formerly with the Division of Building Technology, 

.' National Bureau of Terms used in this section to describe the penneability of 

'materials, coatings, structural elements, and structures follow in decreasing order o'f 

permeability: 
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,.Pervious or Leaky: Cracks, . crevices"leaks, or holes ,large .than capiUary pores, 

which permit a fIowor leakage of water7 ar'e present. The material mayor may.not 

:cohtain capillary pores . 

.... ,"\Vater resista~t:. Capi1laryp~res exist that pennit passage 'of water and water 

c~'vapoi, but there few'br no openings larger than capillaries that penrtit leakage of 
1 ' 

significant amounts 'of water. 

. Water repellent: Not "w~tted" by water; hence, not capable of tninsmitting water 

" .. ' .,by capillary forces alone .. However~ the material may allow transmission of water 

; under pressure and may be per:ti1eable'to water ~apor. 

Waterproof: . No openings are present that permit leakage or passage of water and 
" . 

, ~ _'I 

". ;,'water vapor; the material is impervious to water and water vapor, whether under 

pressure or not. 

These tenns also describe the penneability of a surface coating or a treatment 

against water penetration, and they refer to the permeability of materials, structural 

. members, and structures whether or not they have been coated or treated. 

3.2.1 PERMEABILITY OF CONCRETE AND MASONRY: 

Concrete contains many interconnected voids and openings of various sizes and 

shapes, most of which are of capillary dimensions. If the larger voids and openings 

are few in number and not directly connected with each other, there will be little or 

no water penetration by leakage and the concrete may be said to be water-resistant. 

Concrete in contact with water not under pressure ordinarily will absorb it. The 

···.water.is drawn into'the concrete by the surface tension of the liquid in the wetted 

.·capillaries. 
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concrete for buildings, should be a propedy cured,dense, rich 

containing" dl;1fable, well-graded aggregate. The water content of the 

concrete should be' a slow as is compatible With workability and ease of placing and ' 

,Resistance 6f concrete to penetration of water may be improved, 

by incorporation· of, water:-repellent admixture in the mix during 

~. Water-repellent concrete is permeable t6 water vapor. If a V:::ipor-pressure gradient 

., "is present,. moisture may penetrate from. the exposed face to an inner face. The 

',,' ," concrete is not made waterproof (in the full meaning of the term) by the use of an 

integral water repellent. Note also that water repellents may 110t make concrete 

,.," imperm~able to penetration of water under pressure. They may, however, reduce 

. " ,'~bsorption of water by the concrete. 

/ ' 

units .' also will absorb water. Some are highly pervious under 

The morcir commonly used in masonry will absorb water too but usually 

contains few openings permitting leakage. 

, .Masonry walls may leal< at the joints between the mortar and the units, however. 

. Except in single-leaf walls of highly pervious units, leakage at the joints results from 

",failure to.fill them with mortar and poor bond between the masonry unit and mortar . 

• As with' concrete, rate" of capillary penetration through masonry walls is small 

. compared with the possible rate of leakage. 

! .,~apillary penetration of moisture through above-grade walls that resist leakage of 

. I:: witid~driven rain is usually of minor importance. Such penetration of moisture into 
, . 



· ~ell-ventilated sub grade structures may also he 'of minor importance if the moisture 

"is, readily .. evaporated. ' However" l~ng .. cohtim.J~d capillary peuetration into some 

\'d~p,'~o~fined 's~b grade interiors frequently results in an increase' in relative 

i hUmidity,. a decrease in evaporation rate, and objectionable dampness. 

3.2~2 ,ROOF DRAINAGE: 

,IJ1':),Mafiy roof failures have been caused by excessive water accumulation. ' In most 
,f , . ~ " 

"ca~~s, the overload that caused failure was not anticipated irt,~esign of those roofs. 

',.because the" designers expected rainwater to run off the roof But because of 

inadequate drainage,. the water ponded instead. 

, ,On flat roofs, ponding of rainwater causes structural members to deflect. The 

resulting bowing of the roof surface permits more rainwater to accUmulate, and the 
- -i ' 

additional weight of this water causes additional bowing and collection of even 

more water. This process, can lead to roof collapse. Similar conditions also can 

""ro,'"" ... in the valleys of sloping roofs. 

;1-0 avoid water accUmulation, roofs should be. sloped toward drains and pipes that 

" have adequate capacity to conduct water away from roofs, in accordance with local 

,plumbing codes. Minimum roof slope for drainage should be at least IA in 1ft, but 

larger slopes are advisable. ' , 

, The primarY drainage system should be supplemented by a secondary drainage 
-" .' . 

:,syst~m at', a 'higher level to prevent ponding on the, roof, above the' level. ' Th,e 
";: . 

,c ;,'t1verfl~w, drains should' be at least as' large as the; primary drains and should be 
" 

drain pipes independent of the primary system. The roof and its 
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"-.t: . 
~.) 

structural members should be capable of sustaining the weight of all rainwater that 

.. could accumulate on the roof if part or· the primary drainage system. should become 

blocked. 

.' i2.3 DRAINAGE FOR SUBGRADE STRUCTURES: 

'Subgrade structures located above gTound;,.water level in drained soil may be in 

,cOIltac1' ~ with. water and wet .. soil for periods of indefinite duration after long

: continued. rams. and spring thaws.J)ramage of surface ~d sub-surface water, 

i"Xl'~UI"'r may greatly reduce the tirneduring which th.e walls and floor of a structure 

ate subjected to water, may prev~nt leakage. through openings resulting ·from poor 

workmanship ruid reduce the capillarY. penetration .of water into the structure. If 

';subsurface water cannot be removed by drainage, the structure must be made 
.;, "- ' 

uT!:lI1r~rr'rl'\l"\t· or highly water-resistant. 

, ,~';:-: ~ " '". /.' , fl '. '. ' 

. Surface water may be diverted by grading the ground surface away from the walls 
';, '- I , 

by carrying the runoff.· from roofs away from the building. The slope of the 
. . . 

tn"1',,,,·nN: surfaces' should be at least % inches/ft for a minimum distance of 10ft from 

Runoff from, high ground, adjacent to th'e structure should also be 

" 
'. Proper subsurface drainage of ground water away from basement walls and floors 

, 

,: 'requires a dram· of adequate size, sloped continuously, and where necessary, carried 
1 "1" 

.). ' around comers of the building without breaking continuity. The drain should lead to 

a stonn sewer or to a lower elevation that will not be flooded and permit water to 

?{.' back up in the drain. 
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> tile, should have' a> minimum diameter of 6 inches should be laid in gravel or 
I 

~iher kind o(porousbed:at least 6 inches below the basement floor. The openjoints 

»,between the>tiles>'should be 'covered with a wire screen or building paper to prevent 

>clogging of the d~aJn\with fine material. Gravel should be laid above the tile, filling 

, the excavation well above the top of the footing. Where considerable. water may be 

, . .'.' 'expected, in heavy soil, the gravel fill should be carried up nearly to the ground 

,surface and should extend from the wall a distance of at least 12 inches 

,-
j • C ': • t 

. . , .. ' . ..' . ... ',' '. ',.. 
.,. •• # 

• • ~. '., l'I • ... 

. '0 TAMPE.l>;; ..... '--+--l---.,-- COASSE.. GRAvEL' 
.'. ,." .. ..; ;: :', .' .;.' .::,.: °

0 
Of.. STONE MCJCFIll. 

..... ~~g~.~ .. ,,:, :.' :..:: '. 0 • : 

. SA,CI<flLL ""'" .' 0'0 

:- \, .. " • ~ f'.. '.. ..' D.- II) 

, ~ 0" \ '.. • 1",. .. ,.. 0 • 

./ 

. .JOINTS. 

ORAINAClE.a T THE 80TfOM OF A FOUNDATION. 

~, " ",' " ' " 

3.2.4 CONCRETE FLOORS ON GROUND: 

. ~.'rhese shollld 'preferably not he" constructed in low-lying areas that are wet from 

,::~ound water or periodically, flooded with 'surface water. The ground should slope 
! 
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away' froni the floor .. The level of the finished floor should be at least 6 in above 

Srade. Further protection against ground mOIsture and possible flooding of the slab 

'from heavy surface runoffs may be obtained With subsurface drams located at the 

, elevation of the waIl footings .. 

material and topsoil of poor bearing value should be removed in 
, . 

of the subgrade r which should have' a,unifoTIn beating value to prevent 

·.,Unequal. settlement of the floor slab. 'Backfill should be tamped and compacted in 

; layers 'not exceedin~ 6inin depth., 

the subgrade is well-drained, as where subsurface drains are used 
" 

Unnecessaryr. floor, slabs of 'residences. should be msulated either by placing a 

i'granular fIU over the subgrade 'or ,by ,use' of a light weight-aggregate concrete slab 

,covered with, a wearing surface of gravel o;r stone concrete. The granular fill, if 

\'."~sed,· should have a minimum thickness of 5in and may consist of coarse slag, 

'<~avel, or crushed st6~e, preferably of I-in minimum size. A layer of 3-,4-, or 6-

. inches-thick hollow masonry building units is preferred to gravel fill for insulation 

and provides a smooth, level bearing surface. 

Moisture from the ground may be absorbed by the floor slab. Floor coverings, such 

as oil-base paints, linoleum, and asphalt tile, acting as vapor barrier over the slab, 

may be damaged as a result. If such floor coverings are used and where a complete 

""" •. barrier against the rise of moisture from the ground is desired, a two-ply bituminous 

'membrane waterproofing should be placed beneath the slab and over the insulating 

concrete or granular fIll. The. top of the light weight-aggregate concrete, if used, 
i 

"should be troweled or bushed to a smooth level surface for the membrane. The top 

of the:granular fill should be covered with a grout coating, similarly finished. (The 
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gro t coat iYz to linches thick, may consist of a 1:3 or a 1:4 mix by volume of 

portland cement and sand. Some 2/8 or Yz in maximuffi:o-sized coarse aggregate may 

. be added to the grout if desired.) After the top surface of the insulating concrete or 

grout coating has hardened and dried~ it should be mopped with hot asphalt or coal

.. tar pitch and. covered. before cooling with a lapped layer of 15-lb bituminous 

o::.f1"ro::..,.".rf feIt. The fist ply of felt then should be mopped with hot bitumen and a 

C!~'"n''''' ply of felt . laid and mopped on its top surface. Care should be exercised not 
........ ,.. , . ) . 

,. to' puncture, the membrane, which should preferably be covered with a coating of 

immediately after its completiOn. If properly lai~ and protected from 

, . 
. '·0,., " "", ','" " 

there is no possible danger of water reaching the underside of the floor, a . 

L>J..UJi'''''~ 1ay~rof55-lb smooth-surlace asphalt roll roofing or a similar product of 55-

'·;:·pV·'.!·" .• ,F·:';",:" .. "1J ~Urnweight may be substituted for the membrane. Joints between the sheets 
" 'I )' " ' 

.:>LLVLUU. be lapped and 'sealed with bitw:ninou~ mastic: Great care should be taken to 

prev~nt puncturing of'the roofmg layer. during concreting operations. When so 

UUJ.\,IU-. asphalt r()ll roofing. provides a low-cost and adequate barrier against the 
~. ...; \ 

,: If a lightWeight-aggregate insulating concrete slab is used, it is placed directly on the 
-', 

"subgrade, the slab should have a minimum thickness of 4inches and a minimum 
v· 

'" 

... ...• :~compressive strength of 1500 psi. The coarse aggregate should not exceed linches 

'hi size .. If the insulating slab is to be covered with a membrane 7 the slab should be 

permitted to dry after curing and before the membrane is placed. The wearing 

'sUrface applied over the membrane shoul~ be at least 2 Yzin and preferably 3in thick 

.,,/;.,.', of 3000 psi concrete and should be reinforced with welded wire fabric weighing at 

( least 40 lb per squ~re. A 6x6 m.esh of No.6 wire is suitable. If the concrete wearing 
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. slab is tD be c.overed with an .oil-base p~t Dr a flD.or cDvering that is a vapDr barrier, 

the slab sh.ould be in a thor.oughly dry c.onditi.on bef.ore it c.overed. 

BASEMENT··,FLOORS: 

un .. "" .. "" 'a basement is tD b~ used in drained S.oils as living quarters .or f.or the st.orage 
, '. . .'. 

things that may b~damaged by m.oisture7 the fl.o.or sh.ould be insulated and sh.ould 

preferably cDntain the membrane waterpr.oofing previ.ously" described. In general, . 

ithedesign and cDnstructi.on .of such basement' fl.o.ors are simi~~r tD thDse .of flD.or .on 

, I . 

. .of m.oisture fr.om the grDund into the basement is unimpDrtant .or can be 

cDntr.olled by' air cDnditi.oning .or ventilati.on, thewaterprD.ofmembrane . . , 

need.nDt be used. The c.oncrete slab shDuld have a minimum thickness .of 4inches 

arid need n.ot be reinf.orced, but sh.ould be laid .on a granular fiUDr .other insulati.on 
'" ".' '.. .! . . ..'. ' ;. ." .' . 
ona carefully'prepared subgrade·. The concrete· in the slab sh.ould have a 

c.ompreSSIve strength .of 2000 psi and may contaiti an integral water 

.. , .'.~ basementflDDr b~lDW the water table will be· subjected t.o hydr.ostatic upward 

. pressures. The fl.oDr should be made heavy en.ough tD c.ounteract the uplift. 

A bituminDus-filled jDint between the basemeIJ:t walls and a flDDr .over drained sDil 

. will prevent leakage int.o the basement .of any water that may .occasi.onally 

accumulate under the slab. Space for the joint may be provided by use .of beveled 

siding strips,: which are rem.oved after the c.oncrete has hardened. After the slab is 

prDperly cured, it and the wall surface sh.ould be in a s dry a c.onditi.on as is 
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: ,-·~·;·'i-~f' 

~,,:'~-:;;/ :~ 

: :. " '," ," ',"" < -, ~, ;~:,,~;~{:r ~,~\-, 
practicable, before the joint is' fuled to ensure.a good bond of the filler ana. to ~e~uce 

:'~"~ ,:.: .'.'. , , ,\~l/' ';",,' 

effeCts ~{slab shrinkage on the permeability of the joint. Hot asphalt~&r co'al-tar 
. <'::';: , c " , ',' " ,." , " ";.::,:,. ,~,~;:~; 

pitchniaybe placed in the joint after is sides have been primed with a s~l!able 
, : \ '!f;i~~~f; 

Mtm(J~litJfZtc Concrete' Basement Walls:. These should have a minimum thickness of 
. . . 

. . Where insulation is desirable7 as where the basement is used for living quarters, 

lightweight aggiegate, such as those prepared by calcming or sintering bhisi-fUrnace' 

claY7 or shale that meet the requirements of American. S<?,ciety for Testing and 

.'Mat~rlals Standard C330, may be used in the concrete for basement walls is cast, 
":~ 

'form ties of an. internal disconnecting type are preferable to twisted~wire ties. 

. . Entrance holes for the form ties should be sealed with mortar after the fortnsare 

,removed. If twisted-wire ties are used, they should be sealed be cut a minimum 

distance of 1 Yzinches inside the face of the wall and the holes filled with mortar. 

, The resistance of the W'all to capillary penetration of water in temporary contact with 

"ihewall face may be increased by the u~e of a water-repellent admixture.' The'\vater 

IJ""'~J.""'J.J." .. may also' be used in the concrete at and just above grade to reduce the . 

Where it is desirable to make the wall resistant to passage of water vapor from the 
., " ' . " " 

'ou.tside, and to incre~se its resistance to c~pi1Iary penetration of water, the e:k.terior 
l>, \. ,. . • 

'wall ,face may be 'treated ,with an impervious coating;:i, 'The continuity '~d : the 

. r~sultan~.effecti~~ne$s· in ;resisting moisture penetrati~nof such a coating is 

',. :depehdent:qn~e smoo~~~s' and regularity 'of the, ""'v~" ..... ,"'" 
,;i~:3tf1:( ~~ ;t~!:;?',~~t¥/i~~>\3~1:j\' ). ~ 11!,{YI ~ "\. " ~ ~~:'./, '; '.1:' '. :/:rt:,; ~ ~'-i~~~:;':,:,::/,,<, :' \f~:<' " i 
. )l;te9hAglile}~, : "'m applymg "the coating to the· 

:fi,,', ' 
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i bituminous coatings that may be used are .listed below in increasing order of their 

. resistance to moisture penetration: 

Spray- or brush-app.lied asphalt emulsions. 

Spray~ 0 brush applied bituminous cutbacks. 

, . Trowel coatings. of bitumen with organic solvent, applied cold . 

. Hot-applied asphalt· or coal· tar pitch proceeded by application of a suitable 

. ,Cementitious brush .. applied paints and grouts and trowel coatings of a mortar 

\. increase moisture resistan.ce of mOilOlithic concrete~ especially if such coatings 

contain a water repellent. Howeyer,:in properly drained soil, s~ch coatings may not 

be justified unless needed to prevent leakage of water through openings in the 

. concrete~esulting from segregation of the aggregate and bad workmanship in 
, , . 

casting the walls. The trowel coatings niay also be used to level irregular wall 

; sulfaces in prepar~tion for the application of a bituminous coating. 

WalllJ'f MaslJ'nry Units: Water-resistant basement walls of masonry 

units should be carefully constructed of durable materials to prevent leakage and 

. damage due to frost and other weathering exposure. Frost action is mot severe at the 

"grade line and may result in structural damage and leakage of water. Where wetting 

followed by sudden severe freezing may occur,. the masoniy units should meet the 

requirements of the following specifications: 

Building brick (solid masonry units made from clay or shale). 

X Facing brick (solid masonry units made from clay or shale). 

Structural clay load-bearing wall tile. 



H.oll.ow lqad bearing' co~crete mas.onry units. 

''[F.or such 'exp.osure ,c.onditions" the, mortar sh.ould be,' a Type S m.ortar having a 

,nnnimurn c.ompressive strength'.of 1800 psi when tested. F.or milder freezing 
,.: " . 

.' ,- ~ 

exp.osures and where the walls may be subjected t.o s.ome lateral pressure fr.om the 

, ,", earth;'the m.ortar sh.ould h,ave a minimum c.onlpressive strength .of 1000 psi. 

Leakage thr.ough a n expansi.on j.oint' in a c.oncrete mas.omy f.oundati.on wall may be 

:' prevented, by inserti.on .or' a waterst.o~'in the j.oint. Wate:r.st.ops sh.ould be .of the 

bell.owstype, made .of 16-.oz c.opper sheet, which sh.ould extend a lninimum distance 

. .of 6in .on either side .of the j.oint. The sheet sh.ould be embedded between wythes .of 
\, 

mas.omy units .or faced with a 2in thick CDver .of mDrtar reinf.orced with welded-wire 

fabric. The .outside face .of the expansi.on j.oint sh.ould be filled flush with the wall 

face with bituminDus plastic cement. 

,'.'~. ; Rise .of m.oisture, by: c apillarity , fr.om the grOlmd int.o the superstruc~e walls may 

be, greatly, retarded by use .of an integral water-~epellent admixture in them.ortar. 

The water~repenent mDrtar may be used in several cDurses .of masDmy l.ocated at 
, ",' , 

, and just ab.ove grade. 

! The use, .of shDtcrete Dr trDwel-applied mortar c.oatings, %in Dr m.ore in thickness, t.o 

the .outside faces .of b.oth mon.olithic concrete and unit-mas.onry walls greatly 

, .' increases' their, resistance t.o penetrati.on .of m.oisture. Surec.oatings c.over and seal 

.:6bn~truct:i.on j.oints and .other vulnerable j.omts in the walls against leakage. 'When 

applied ina thickness 'Df'2in Dr m.ore, they may be reinf.orced with welded-wire 

.......... ' ..... .., t.o reduce the incidence of large shrinkage cracks in, the c.oating. H.owever~. the 

:. cementiti.ous c.oatings do n.ot" pr.otect' the walls against l~akage if the walls,' and 
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subsequently . the . coatings; are badly cracked as a result of unequal foundation . , .. - . 

settienlenty. excessive drying shrinlca:ge1 and thermal 'changes. . . . 

"I~ ',. 

'(.-

trowel cmits· of a mortar containing 1 part Portland cement to 3 parts send by 

.·:.v61llIDe;sllould be a~pliedto the~utside faces ot basement walls built of hollow 

, .. u.U.~"VJl.Ll·· ~its; ·.One.tr6wel coatmaysl~ffice on the outside of all-brick and of brick-

. ~.Th~wansurface· and the- top of ~. :Wall footing should b~ cleansed of dirt and soil, 

; . arid the masonry should be' thoroughly wetted with water. While still dampy the 

:'.surface.'sh~uld be covered. with 'a 'thin 'scrubbed-on coating of Portland cement 
. " , \ 

tempered to the consistency of thick cream. Before this prepared surface has dried, 

'. . a 3/8in-thick trowel applied coating or mortar should be laced on the wall and over 

· : the top of the footing; a fillet of mortar may be laced at the jun~ture of the wall and 

. ':footing: 
/ 

.' Where- a . second coat of mortar is to be applied, as on hollow masonry units, the first 

coat. should be scratched to provide a rough bonding'surface. The second coat 

should be applied at least l' day after the .f]fst,and the coatings should be cured and 

· kept damp by wetting for at least 3 days. A water-repellent adtnixture in the mortar 

used for the second or finish .coat will reduce the rate of capillary penetration of 

water through the walls~ If a bituminous coating is not to be used, the mortar 

coating should be kept damp until the backfill is placed. 

· .Thiri, imperviol!s' c6ating~ maybe applied to the plaster coating if resistance to 
/. I, 

..... ···.penetrfltion of water vapor is desired. The plaster coating should be dry and clean 

. b8efore the bitumitlous coating is ~pp1ied over the surfaces of the wall and the top of 
, . " , 
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Unless hacked "with a tier of.masonry or a self-supporting layer of 
'. . 

coriCret~; the'bittuninous coatirigsmay fail,in time, to 1;>ond properly to the inner 

. of th~masonry.,They should not be~sed on the inner faces of the walls unless 

\. ~, : 

. , 

. . .:..... . '\ . '.' . 

pressure and water vapour ~'To resist hydrostatic .. pre the membrane 

sh~uld bem~de continuos in the all and floor of the basement. It should also'be 

·"Protected from damage durmgbuilding operation and should b laid by experienced 
~ " 

.wo:rkers under competent supervision. It usually consists of three or more alternate 

.. layers of hot, mopped-on asphalt or coal-t;:rr pitch and plies of bituminous saturated 
I 

felt ·orwoven cotton fabric. The number of moppings exceeds the number of plies 

/ 

. An alternative is a 1/16-60 lI8-inches thick layer of butyl rubber or rubberized 

asphalt and plastic film, secured with a compatible adhesive. In installation, 

manufacturers' recommendations should be carefully followed. 

saturated cotton' fabric '. is stronger and is more extensible than 

bittiniinoussa~ated felt but is more expensive and more difficult to lay. At least , . 

.. : one or two. of the plies in a membrane should be of saturated cotton fabric to provide 

,strength, ductility, and. extensibility to the membrane. Where vibration, temperature 

;; .. changes, and.other.conditions conducive to displacement and volume changes in the 

. basement are to be expected, the relative number of fabric plies may be increased. 
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> ;,!hem:ininiwll weight of bituminous saturated felt u~ed in a membrane should be 13 

».',',~'lb, per 100 ft. ' 'The minimum weight of bituminous saturated woven cotton fabric 

'Although a ~embrane is held rlgidlyin place, it is advisable to apply a suitable 
" .' ~ 

> :, primer over the surfaces rbceiving the membrane and to aid in the application of the 
~,~ 1 l: l - ,- , < " • 

,'l:frrst inopp'e~-on coat of hot asphalt or coal-tar pitch. 
,,, .. 

,iThe number.,ofplies of saturated felt or'fabric should be increased with increase in 

'the hydrost&tic head to which the membrane is to be subjected. Five pies is the 
, 

> " maximum' commonly used in building construction, but 10 or mor~ plies have been 

recommended for pressure heads of 35 ft or greater. The thickness of the membrane 

"crossing th~ wall footings at the base of the wall should be no greater than 
, "" 'c'- f 

_ necessary ~ to keep very small the possible settlement of the wall due to plastic flow 

in the membrane matefials. 

, , The amount of p~imer to be used may be about 1 gal per 100ft2. The amount of 

, ,bitumen per mopping should be at least 4y:! gal per'100 ft2. The thickness of the first 

, ,and ,last mopping lis usually slightly greater than the thickness of the mopping 

, between the plies. 

,surfaces to which the membrane is to be' applied should be, smooth, dry, ~d at a 

,temperature above ,:freezing. Air temperature should be not less than 50°F. The 

temperature of coal-tar pitch should not exceed 3000t>p and asphalt, 350°F . 
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,,:;.~f the C?DCrete and masonry surfaces are not sufficiently dry, they will not readily 

;;~jJ":,,J'abs9rb" the priming'coat, a~d the first mopping of bitumen will be accompanied by 

"i~t"i1;':i~"::':"bubbling and escape of steam." Should this occur, application of the membrane 
~' -. > •• -, < - ,I • ' 

":,'X~:'l:!tl" ,should be stopped and the bitumen already applied to damp surfaces should be 

removed. ' 

The membrane should be built up ply by ply, the strips of fabric or felt being laid 

'immediately after each bed has been hot-mopped. One of several methods of laying 

, "the plies is the solid or continuous method, in which a portion of each strip of fabric 

or felt ism contact with'the sUP1?ortmg base of the membrane. The lap of 

, succeeding plies or strips over each other is dependent on the width of the roll and 

the number of plies. In any membrane there should be some lap of the top or [mal 

ply over the first, initial ply. The American Railway Engineering Association 

requires a minimum distance of 2inches for this lap. End laps should be staggered at 

least 24inches, and the laps between succeeding rolls should be at least 12inches. 
I 

For floors, the membrane should be placed over a concrete base or subfloor whose 

,;,,>top surface is troweled smooth and which is level with the tops of the wall footings. 

The membrane should he started at the outside face of one wall and, extend over the 
, , ' 

wall footing,: which may be keyed. It should cover the floor and tops, of other 

':footings ,to' th~ outside faces of the "other walls, forming a continuous horizontal 

"waterproof barrier. The plies should project from the edges of the floor membrane 

,',,' and lap into the wall membrane. 
'->'; -

" ,,' The loose ends of felt and fabric must be protected; one method is to fasten them to 

,," i a temporary vertical wood from about 2ft high~ placed just outside the wall face. 
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Immediately after the floor membrane has be~n laid, its surface should be protected 

, and covered with a layer of Portland-cement concrete, at least 2inches thick. ' 

I . 

. 'For walls, the installed membran'e should be protected against 'damage and held in 

, . po~iti6ri by protection 'board or' a" facing of brick, tile~' or . concrete block. A brick 
,,~ " ~ ), , " ", 

":.facing should have an:linimUm thiclmess' of 2Yiinches. Facings of asphalt plank, 

., asphalt blocl~ or mortar require considerable support from the membrane itself and 

give' protection against abrasion of the membrane from lateral forces only. 
. " ' 

,: Protection against downward 'f~rces s'Uch as may be produged by settlement of the 

,backfill is given only by the self-supporting masonry walls. 

,', The Jclnd of protective· facitlg may have so~e bearing on the method of constructing 

the membrane ... The membrane may be applied to the exterior face of the w:all.after 

,,:~::' its' construction, or it may be applied to the back of the protecti~e facing before the 

:. . main wall is built. The first of these :methods is know as the outside application; the 
; . 

second is known as the· inside application. 
" .. 

ME'iHODb Of' APPL "(INC:! WATf.RPROOF MfMBI2ANE5 TO WALLE:, 

~ 
, 

J 

I 
u.- T.e 6.LOCK. OR. BR.ICk /.?ACKINC::r 

, , 

'. ' 6J 

~ 
CEMENT NOR, TAR. ' 

:0' 

~ "~ 
, ' 

NATE.RPR.OOFINC! 
~ 

, ' 

,~, 
i KEY 

~ V . " 

~ , , <E ... ' ' - ,f) , , ·tt ' .'tJ .. :Q. " 

.~ J:I. ',9 ' 01. . a)- , 'd:l /fP, . ~ " 

',d);, ':01)' .... . 
W ~,' 

BAtiE. SLAB 

.. ~, 

(al OUl'&ID£ APPLICATION (MEM8AANE APPt.:lE.D 70 

THE. '. WAtt, meN PROTECTeD [;1 THE MCKINe7)' 
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1-C BLOCk. OR BRICk BACKING 

'SI+'''-'--I----- ,.CEMENT Mofl.rAR. 
,0, 

aJ 
P<JA iER. PR.OOF/NCr 

"-11---- k.E Y 

-.Q.···.i{,··cf ... Ilil· • • . \1). 

~.:Xi ·il h,.;:-=~'lJ'.::-.' ~;4):....-.:.. ·~.:;.d~~====-- SASS 6LA~ 

.~. . :..... ~:.~J.::) \ 
(b) INSIDE, ,4PPi.lCATlON (MEMBRANE. APPUED TO THE. bACKINu, 

AftER. NtliCH THE NALl IS BUILT) • 

.. ' . ", . c.. \ 

" '" FQrtheinside application, a protective facing of considerable stiffuess against lateral 

':forces must be bui1t~ especially if the wall and its membrane ~e to be used as a fonn 

, for·th~ casting of amain '~aU of monolithic concrete. Thehmer face of the 
---:,:- -~ 

protecting wall must be smooth or else leveled with mortar to provide a suitable 
" .. , I' 

for the membnine. The completed membrane should be covered with a 3/8-
! . .. . 

'inches-thick layer of mortar to protect it from damage during construction of the 
p.'" -

.; Appl~cation of wall membranes should' be. started at the bottom of one end of the 

. wall and the strips of fabric or felt laid vertically. Preparation of the surfaces and 

laying of the membrane proceed much as they do with floor membranes. ~e 

, ,surfaces to which the, membrane is attached must be dry and smooth, which may 

require that the faces of masonry walls be leveled with a thin coat of grout or 

mortar. The plies of the wall membrane should be lapped into those of the floor 

\'" membrane. 
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,If:the outside'method of application is used 'and the membrane is faced with 
", I ' 

~masomY 1 the narrow space between. the units and the membrane should be' filled 
, , < , 

with mortal" as the units are-laid. Themembr~e-may be tenninated at the grade line 
, ' 

by a return into the superstructure wall facing. 

, ',', Waterstops in joints in walls and floors containing a bituminous membrane should 

',,: be the metal-bellows type. The membrane should be placed on the exposed face of 

"! the joint and it may project into the joint, following the general outline of the 

: ,:<~': ;~<~'ft" ",:~ r , 

',;\i::'l::The protective facing for the membrane should be broken at the expansionjoirlt and 

;~':i;:.·;,tt\~ .. the'space·'between the membrane and the line of the facing filled with a bituminolls 
. '.'/;:"\'~ :~f;~~t~ ~~ (',::'. ' ' "" . -
'",,,:j':plastic cement. 

"" )'f~·,{;;r!filf~;~h;: ;: · 

""i";i\t;~:':Jt~, Details~~'pipe sleeves running through the membrane must be carefully prepared. 
~f'!)\>'f, "-',, , " " , 
t,:§,\,~JJ{The,mein1)rane should be reinforced with additional plies and 'may be' calked at the 

: ,I} r' L,:;·~.r,:~t~' '_ :. "', ~:; < ' 

:,:;;~')'~;')','sleeve. Steam and hot-water lines should be insulat(!d to prevent damage to the 
i! ;:'j!:(i",niembrane. 

" 

: 3.2.7 ABOVE-GRADE WATER-RESISTANT WALLS: 

:'Jll.e':rate of m~isture penetration through capillaries in above-grade walls is low 

, and usually ~f minor importance~ However, such walls should not pe~t leakage of 

Wind-driven rain through openings larger than those of capillary dimension., 
>";', " ;: 

,.' 

," 



, ':~ir~\~:~~Li, , , 
. ;;t~!;~~;;\i}f~;;::\V~s,· of jc'ellular concrete, made of aggregates containing no fines, . are highly 

;;i.(;~~:·,:mtri~;':~enn~abici and \~equire surface 'coatings of grout or mortar t6 prevent leakage of 

')i~~~{)ltfi;~};;;'Wind-driverirain. . . .;i· . • 

]i;i~,!,:fj!;l1;:);:"~}': ,'j •... • • \" , 

;ii";\t!i'~~r;i~),,:\~,\:Precas~concrete o~ metal panels are usually made of dense, highly water-resistant 
"",'~\~·:~',f~\ill~>~::':\~? "',> ,". <. ",.' '. • ' , :. • •• \ '.' ' • ,. ,- '.' 

/:t:;;::;":;,/;>materials. However, walls made ,of these panels are vulnerable to leakage at the 
:;Jl;~T~.'}:~;~~.t':r,._ \~i-','..', ". _.," , , 

,:;",>,::,:,:'i/'.jomts.: In such construction, edges o(the panels may be recessed and the interior of 
,~~t.1:~",>,i~ I.;,~> ,,' ',e~ .', . <" '. '" ' " 

1,!:;r:;;;:::,:;r:T vertiCal joints filled with grout or other sealant after the panels are aligned. 

,~!tl'~!J;,,', "" ,', " 
:'2i '1:;::rr;t"Calking compound is commonly used as a facing for the joints. Experience has 

;':iJ:~I:~\'<i . ~hown that calking compounds often weather badly; their use as a joint facing 

':'1 '};:;:J; creates" a ~aintenance problem and. does not prevent leakage of wind-driven rain 

'. · ... after a few years' exposure. 

The amount of movement to be expected in the vertic,al joints between panels is a 

' .. ' function of the panel/Climensions and the seasonal fluctuation in temperature and, for 

concrete, the moisture content of the· concrete. For panel construction, it may be 
. \ . 

more feasible to use an interlocking water-resistant joint. For concrete, the joint 

may be faced on the weather side with mortar and backed with either a compressible 

>,Brick.walls 4inches or more m thickn~s can be made highly water-resistant. The 
, <, '; 

,}}rieasuresfuat need to be taken to ensure there will be no leakage of wind-driven 

'.,rain through brick facings are not .extensive and do not require the use of materials 

than those commonly used in masonry walls. The main factors that need to be 

·.controlled are the rate of suction of the brick at the time. of laying and filling 'of the 
~' ? 

" 

" 
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In general, th~8reater the n~b'er of brlckleaves, or wythes, in awall, the more 

wat~r:"ie~istant the. wall. 

:~Wallsol hollow masmiry units are usually highly peimeable, and brick-faced walls 

: .. backed with. hollow masonry units are greatly dependent upon the water resistance 
. ; 

of the brick facing to prevent leakage of wind-driven rain. For exterior concrete 

masonry walls without facings of brick; protection against leakage may be obtained 

." by facing the walls with a cementitious ~oating of paint, stucco, or shotcrete. 

For walls 01 rough-textured units, a Portland cement-sand grout provides a highly 

·,··· .•... water-resistant coating. The cement'may be either white or gray. 

. . 

Factor)r';'~ade'Portland cement p~nts containing'a minimum of 65
1

%, and preferably 
,~ '" 

'80%~ Portland cement. may also be used as a base coat on concrete masomy. The 

shotcrete . should be applied to dampened surfaces. 

coatings thinner than those discussed above and which 

" ." contain durable, low-absorptiveaggreg~tes'are also highly water-resistant. 

'Cal'itywalls, particularly brlckfaced cavity walls, may be made highly resistant to 

.. Jeakage through the wall facing. However~ as "!Jsuallyconstructed, facings are 
. "' .' 
highly permeable, and the leakage is trapped in the cavity .. and . diverted to the outside 

of the wall through conveniently located weep holes. This requires that the inner 

':"rler' of th(!. cavity. be'protected against the leakage by adequate flashings, and weep 

,:holes should be placed at the bottom of the cavities and overall wall openings. The 
.' '- , 

.\veep holes may be formed by the li~e·of sash-cord head joints or 3/8-inches-eter 
'., 

.. rubber. tubing~ withdrawn after the wall is completed. 
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, 'r 
, Flashings. sho~ld preferably' be hot-rolled copper sheet of lO-oz minimum weight. 

Theysho~d 'be lapped at the ends and 'sealed either by solder or with bituminous 
',v; .,., ' , 

V.I.",,;> ..... ,,", cement. ,Mortar should, not be pennitted to drop into the flashings and 
, ,'! . .,' 

weep holes from'functiorung. ,v 

S~ge of c~llCfere masonrY be~ause of drying aud a. drop in temperature may 

result in,.crackingof a wall and itscemel1titious facing. Such cracks readily permit 

i leakage of wind-driven rain~ Th~ . chief' factor-reducing incidence of shrinkage 
. . , 

',cracking is the use of dry block. When laid in the wall, the block should have a low 
. . 

moisture content, preferably one that is in equilibrium with the driest condition to 

'which the wall will be exposed. 

, . /" . 

, The block should illso have a low potential shrinkage. 

'Formation of large shrinkage cracks may be controlled by use of steel reinforcement 

in the horizontal joints of the masonry and above and below wall openings .. Where 

,there may be a considerable, seasonal fluctuation in temperature and moisture 

content of the wall, high-yield-strength, deformed-wire joint reinforcement should 

be placed in at least 50% of all bed joints in the wall. 

Use of control joints faced with calking compound has also been recommended to 

.control shrinkage cracking; however, this practice is marked by frequent failures to 

keep the joints sealed against leakage of rain. Steel joint reinforcement strengthens 

" . a concretemaspnry wall, whereas control joints weaken it, and the calking in the . 

:: joints requires considerable maintenance. 
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-:Xi{:"~':" ::'~;;~~~~:.;:' 

}~~~~ 
:,,;:::;'\::~i1J~.i:~ ,,', 'WATER~RESISTANT'SURFACE TREATMENTS FOR ABOVE-
<:*~:~'~J" , ','" . ' " " , 
:.;:!~(,";~~DEWALLS." , 
,;;,;:::{d,.Expeiience has shown that leakage of wind-driven rain through masonry walls, 

:}(},::,,,,:\~~lticu~r1Y those, of bric14: ordinarily cannot be stopped by use of an inexpensive 
> .- ,:,.' '.'~ t ',j:. ", , ',- 1 

,'i"'surface treatment or coating'that will not alter the appearance of the wall. Such 
'~'; 

L;"::;protective devices either have a low service life or fail to stop all leakage. 

i:Both organic and cementtitious pigmented coating materials" p}"operly applied as a 

continuous coating over the exposed, face of the wall,. do stop leakage. Many of'the 
, , 

,': organic pigmented coatings are, vapor barriers and are therefore unsuitable for use 

:iJ:,::k:~m the' outside,. "cold" face of most buildings. If vapor barriers are us~d on the cold 
'J 'l:: ';'~,;,f;';,!.:;: , . ,. ' 

l:':;~i{ji1j~l:face of ' the wall,. 'it i~ advisable to use 'a better vapor barrier on the wann face to 
.t:.;:f~' .. ," "'1(' ,<.-';." ' ~', ! . ,r 

,<*;H'~1:tfedhce condensation ill the wall and behind the exterior coating. · 

'~~~k. . .. .. . 
:;:iiJi'ili,;,jCoatings for masonry niay be divided into four groups, as follows: (l) colorless 
'H . '::;:\i~~;,fl<i~' .: ',~. " " .' 

';~;;:~;.':;:;:;'coating materials; (2) cementitious coatings; (3) pignlented organic coatings; and (4) 
-<:'t":i::ti~~;-e;~~:tc' ~~' . ~~ " > ~. <', '" • .' " ' , • 

"/:,;i" 'i':;bltuminOUS, coatings. 

"i~~;~l\,. ... .....••.• . . .... . 
'/:},',:~;;:Colorless coating Materials. The colorless ~"waterproofing" are often claimed to 

'~;',,l"<;> .. '" :1 i ' . . ' . , 

:';;/,;)stop leakage', of wind-driven rain through permeable masonry walls. 'Solutions of 
;~··:~<:;J:.r:~.'.: ~,:;- '. .:: ' ' . . ' . . 

,';i:;;t:oils;paraffiri wax,sodium silicate, chlorinated rubber, silicone resins, and salts of 

,.,'"t,:;;ratty acids have been applied to highly permeable test walls. 
;:;~, :t~~tL ' 

; ,'of standards underexposure conditions simulating a wind driven rain Most of these 

:)j,::soiutions ~ontained not more tha1l10% of solid matter. These treatments reduced the 

;";l;«;;r~t~ of leakage but did not stop all leakage through the walls. The test data show that 
.. l;t'<~ " " , 
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'~t:~\~( . ..... .. . .... . .. . .. 
>.c'O orless. coatIDg~aterials applied to penneablewalls of brick orconcrete masonry 

i?£i1~~t;h6t »rovide adequ~te protection against leakage of wind driven rain .. 
"',:;;'~"~,~.~tF·tl>~~~<~,.~~~~,~,.,.;·.<>i,,.; ,J'" ",: ,"" "'I > .".~.-:. ".: ~' • ; 

·:.:,;:8pfutid:i ·co:t1tainIDg.oils. and waxes tended to'seal the pores exposed in the fac~s of 
~",,'(J~\:.~',~~~!,. ':.,;:}.: ':',~~' L\'/ ':,~;: ,;' : ,'~ :~ .. :~ c ' • " '. , ~ ,'~ , ", ":,' 

";,::llie:tmortarjoints and masonry. units~ thereby acting more or less as vapor barriers, 
j,\~':~;t~~"!-:;{i:l):" . ::" ~_, ::'\.'t,." .<' ", ,'. . ", . : " . ' ",' ' 
Df;;bufdid,notseruthelarger openings) particularly those in the joints. 
!:-~:;t::/;,<':'\':l"-ii/,<:-<,~~,:t.» '. '\" '" 1 T " , " ~; I ' 

'\Silicc)]ie water repellentsolutionsgteatly reduced leakage through. the walls as. long 
, .,>:'. i~~:f'~i};;~l:~'.;-:.:·::'!'\;' ~;/.~ -',' ;.", ,~ >, ",. ,:' :. , , ' " ~ ; 

)'as"llie)reated wall faces remained water repellent. ·After a exposure period of 2 Or 3 
~I r;" ""k;;" ,." """ " c'. . 

;'~~.~irth~irate. ~fleakage gradually increased.as the water repellency of the wall face 
, ~:;t'~:~J:,,: :J:::ff"> ~ ~ _, i ; .. : , ". 

j:;':1::::":::'1:"'1 . h";:;t '\ ' 

",UllUllUS I;U • 

. >:i;h:~f~~\'\~'!~~' i' ,.f", ,,:. :' . I" • '--~\ , 

,;';''Coatiiig of the water repellent,bieather type~ such as silicone and soap solutions 
: '~:;:~~':~': ,~jjJ:r.\g~/:: ~L:": ;-, ," , ':' " _ ' ' '. ' 
J~:may;beofvalue reducing aborption of moisture into the wall surface. They may be 

, ';:~·;;:~L::,:~t;r!~:·:~,,',~,.'-, ,~:- , : "", ;' ',' " ",,' \-
<:;;ofspecial benefit in reducing the soling and disfiguration of stucco facings and light 
'\")I~t::~~ ~.~'.'~. '·,'~~T>1'.';;·~~.~ . :'~'~: '> ~ ::_:,' '. I ' , ' 

,;i;Ccoloredmasonry surfaces. They may be applied to precast concrete panels to reduce 
>";·:·I:~.:: ;~" i:;:~~ ';;~':~ \];;, " . . 

')J'i,tblume' 'changes' that may be otherwise result from changes in moisture content 0 the 

,:}~oncrete. However, it should b noted that a water-repellent treatment applied to the 

,striface may cause water~ tr~pped in the masomy, to evaporate beneath the surface 

instead of at the surface. If the masonry is not efflorescence, application of water

resistant joint. Furthennore~ application of a colorless materi~l make the treated face 

of. 'the masonry water repellent and may prevent the proper bonding of a 

cementitious. coating that could otherwise he used to stop leakage . 

. ' :,:,Cementitolis 'Coating: Coatings of Portland-cement paints, grouts) and stucco and 
, ,l; ~< ~ ',0; i., . < -" > 

.. ' '. ~ j~.~ ,:,' !' ' , ' . 

. ;>Of,;'pneumatically applied mortars are highly water-resistant. Th.ey are preferred 
:::;,-',>~,',F' ~:~~t:,~,/·,: , '> '. "', . ' ',' ,l 

1;j:,;above all· other types of surface coatings for use as water-resistant base coatings on 
1':;~ (.q. ;,",> ,,'. ~ _, ~."~ , , 

Y:alJove,gfadecoricrete masonry. They may also be applied to the exposed faces of 
,J,',,;:!:,.,! ,~> ,:; ;,~' ,.~' ":, .' , 
t;:.:Ht;ick masonry 'Yallsthat have not been built to e water-resistant. 

'1)i~; ~e~eniiti6uscoatings absorb moisture and are' of the breather type, permitting 
X,:.' •. ::.; .: . . . 

:, .. pa:~~age.ofwater vapor. ,Addition of water repellents to these coatings does not· 
t . ;"" '0'." . , ,. ';' ~{ -
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greatly affect theittwater resistance but does reduce the soiling of the surface fro the 
, '" I ;.,0 , 

'; ; absorption of dirt-laden water. If more than one coating is applied, as in a two-coat 
.' " tlj 

pamt or stucco fading job, the repellent is preferably added to the finish coat, thus 
',', ' 

diffi~uiiy I,of, bonding a cementitious' coating to a water repellent 

\'",1 'surface " 
";"',<, ,,' '.. ' ' .. ,.' " ',',' " .' 

;:;;'F>ilie'technique used in applyitig the cemeri.titious coatings is highly important. The 
, )'," " ! - . ,~ 

)~;,.j)abkin~:'shouldbe thoroughly dampened. Paints and gn;mts. should be scrubbed' into 
'~,~i~f-,~~",:f'<t~~, .':. :' , ,.:' , "', 1 . . ,-

:',;:;:hplace\.vith stifffiber brushes and wetting should properly cure the coatings. Properly 
I :)!.Ji~:~":',> .. ~l:-f:~i'\ .. ,%''"" "".,0":. r: .': ." _. ;., '" ' , " .. '. ' '. ~. 
"';::,;;'~pplioo, the grouts are highly durable; some grout coatings applied to concrete 
',~:)i:~>?,:t~<\,\, _," , " , ' " 
',::t:l±fusoniytesf ,wall were found to' be as, water resistance after 10 years of doors 
':<ii'~.:~,~~fi:';)';~;,~,e,r ",,' :" ,:,,' ';, ' :' " I 

!;:i"{eiposllre when f}fst applied to the'walls. 
~;:it(t:)::.r ~:,~- ,,:~, ,,' '_~ .>' '. ~ \, ',," . I ~, ' 

:f~};\~igmented Organic Coating: These include textured coatings~ mastic Goatings, 
" ,.>": ':: '\,~'~>; '~. ' .,'" " "":' ",:' , - " , 
';L: conventional paints, and aqueous dispersion. The thick textured and mastic are 
1:'-; '·f;'-,'" . 

;';j;th~iuilly spray, applied butmaYlle applied by trowel. Conventional' paints and 
f ~-}.:~~:_ ~:J~;~> ~<. :';::""" ~." .- '. "'," '" ,.' " " ", ' 

:~\,t;aqueous dispersions are usually applied by brush or spray. Most of these 'coatings 
~~(/:;i.;' .,'.'" ,;' ' 

';iX:i,are vapor barriers butsome/textured coatings~ conversional paints and aqueous 

i;t;\"';i~:~:':'~ . 
d:i~persions are breathers. Except for the aqueous dispersions~ all the coatings 

dispersions, all the coatings are recommended for use with a primer. 

.•• "A~plied as a continuous coating without pinholes, the pigmented organic coatings 
f; 1 ,j.. ~ • 

'are highly water resistant. They are most effective when applied over a smooth 

·'.backing.When they are applied with a'pamtbmsh or, spray by conventional methods 

to rough textured walls. It is difficult to level the surface and to obtain a continuous 

water resistant coating free from holes. A scrubbed cementitious grout used as a 

base coat or such walls will prevent leakage through the masonry without the use of 

, • a pigmented organic coating. 
'. , 
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,\;Tlle. pigm~nted ~rgamc coatings 'are highly decorative but· may not be 'as water 

",:i~~s~tant7e~onomicaI7 or durable as, the ce~entitious coatings. 

cutbacks, . emulsions, and plastic cements are, ' 

vapor barriers ~d are sometimes applied as " dampproofers" on the insid~ 
, ' , 

of masomy walls. Plaster is often applied directly over these coatings, the 

of the plaster to the masonry being only of a mechanical nature. Tests show 

that bituminous coatings applied to the inside of the faces of highly permeable 

,rUansard wa1ls~not plastered~ will readily blister and pennit leakage of water 

through the coating. It' is advisable not to depend on such coatings to prevent the 

leakage of wind driven rain unless they are incorporated in the masonry or held in 

place with a rigid self-sustaining backing. 
, ' . 

: ,£ven though the walls are resistant to wind-driven rain, but are treated on their inner 
, 

,with a bituminous coating, water may be condensed' on the warm side of the 

~coating'and damag~ to the plaster may' result7Whether the walls are furred Or n~·t., 

"H~\Vever, the bitunrlri~us coating may be of benefit as a vapor barrier in furred 

walls, if no condensation occurs on the warm side. 

3.3" ·WATER AND FOUNDATION 

rotmo:atl(Jtn'types are a major consideration wben building on sites that are· on flood 

'J>lalDS ,or sites with high water ~able. In choosing this, pile foundation will be most 

i\pile is .de.fmed as structural mit introduced into the ground to transmit loads to 

"·.',lO\~er soil or to later the physical properties of the ground. It is of such shape, size, 
,:, ,:, f" " • 

'and length that the supporting materia~ immediately underlying the base of the unit 
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" :', cannot be imanually inspected. This definition doe not limit the type of materi~ls 
. . . 

making up the pile, the mannerof insertion into the ground, or the loads to be 

,transferred to lower strate. However" where manual inspection of the' bottom is 
, ,f" 

possibl~; : as in ~hallow pits 'or sufficiently wid~, deep caissons, these types of 

construction are not classified as piles . 

. kepfwet, timber' pilesaf'e quite permanent. But a narrow band of 

alt<~matelv 'wet and dry condition sometimes caused by seasonal water level 

......... ''''"VLll'''. will soon apparent in pile failures. Where timber piles may be partly 
I \ \'.( 

above water level, the pile should be pressure treated to a fmal retention of not less 

" 12b of creosote per cubic foot of wood. Thetops of all creosoted piles as cut 

shohid be below ground level and the cut~off section should be treated with three 

,of hot creosote oil. Creosotedpiles above ground level require some 
, ,/' , 

of preserVative with age,,' as well as protection against frre'l damage. 

JU.>.LJ.,V"'" every kind of timber can be used for pile. Some species take the shock of 

" .... '"Tll<r better than others, and the species have different static compression values. 

Prim~grade sticks cannot be expected to be sold for piles; yet it is reasonable to 
.... t 

',:msist on timber cut above the ground swell and free from decay, from unsound or 

, , grouped knots, from wind shakes, ' "and short reserved bends. The maximum diameter 

, of any sound knot should be more than 4inthe lower half of the pile length or more 

than 5 in elsewhere. All kn9ts shoul~ be trirnmedflush with the body of the pile and 
~ , . 

ends should be squared with the axis. 

t ' Piles should have reasonable unifonn taper throughout, the length and should be so 
,.", 

" straight that a ,line joining the centers of point and but should not depart from the 

:' body of the pile. All dimensions should be measured inside the bark, which may be 
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the I pile if untreated but must be removed before treatment with any 

preservative. The diameter at any section is the average· of the maximum and 

.••.•. :,cc"., •. ' miniIJllUln dimensionsl;piles not exactly circular in section not be rejected. No timber 

< '~ , ';' 

. ,should have a point les's than 6 in. a diameter, except for temporary use. Where 

, point is reinforced wiili a steel shoe, the minimUm dimensions is at the upper end 

'such shoe. No untreated bberpiles should be u~ed unless the cutoff or top level 

pile'isbelow permanent water-table level. This level must not be assumed 

, , ". 

U.Li<,,I.,,,,,,J,'than the nlvertlevel of anysewer~>drain, or subsurface"structure, existing or 

pfurined; in the immediate vicinity, or higher than the water level'at the site resulting 

. thelowestdrawdmvn of wells or sumps. 
, \ 

Of the " VarlOUS timber. species,cedar, western hemlock, Norway pine, or similar 

kfuds.' aI'e restricted. to an average Unit compression at any section of 600 psi; 

cypress, Douglas frr, hickory, oak, southern, pine, or similar kind~ aie allowed a 

value of 800' psi. A maximum load of 20 tons is commonly allowed on timber piles 

.. ' With 6 in points, and 25 tons where the point is 8 in or more 1 subject, of ~ourse, to 

.:,'. compliance with indicated or tested driving resistance and maximum stress. Timber 
1 ,'. • 

I • 

. ;: piles are seldom used as end bearing piles, but there is no real objection to such use, 

, if the piles are properly installed. 

3.3.2 Steel H Piles 
\ " ,; 

. Where heavy resistance exist in layers that overlie the bearing depths, steel H piles 

, willoften take the punishment of the heavy driving much better that any other type. 

After insertion in the ground, the soil gripped between the web and inside faces of 

.' .. '. the flanges becomes an integral' part of the pile, so that frictional resistance is 

, ' [~easured along the: surface of the enclosing rectangle and not along the metal 
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s~iace:of'the,section. Tdprevent lo~al ,crippling during driving, the section should 

have :fla:riged projections not exceeding 14 times the minimlll11 thickness of ~etalin 
either' web or flanged and with'total flarige width not less th~ 85% of the depth of 

: 1,_, < , 

'the'se'cti6n. All metal thick'nesses should be at least OAOin. Other structural steel 

;,'~ections,or combinations; of sections, ~aving flanged widths and depths of at least 

",lOin: and metal thickne~sof metal in either web or flanged - usually' in 

c:6mbinati(jns with steel sheeting., Most rolling millsjssue special sections for use as 

piles. The load carrying vall.le ()f a steeL pile is usually restricted to a maximum unit 

'" stress of 12,600 psi at any cross value ~f a steel pile is not more than 350/0 of the 

1.3.3 Concrete Piles 

J?ecast piles are most suitable for larger projects. The necessity for accurate length 

~e.termination and the added cost of cutoff, plus the high cost of equipment to make 

and handle the, piles, tend to make precast piles more expensive than the various 

"""'''I<e'<1'I:',T 'piles must be reinforced for local stresses during lifting and driving and 

'cUred to full strength before us'e., Prestressing is economical for precast 

piles, since'the cost of ordinary reinforcing is at least half the total cost of a precast 

pile before driving. 

":i'!:Cast:.in-place ,concrete piles come in m~y wiriations, in which concrete fills 
~ ... ,': ;:;~,~1.: " ;A~i . :.:. c, >' • • ' 

',:::"';;~~, premolded cavities in the soL The cavity for a pile can be formed by removal of the 
".;f), .~" " '" ", , 

, O:'!i:';:' soil or by forcing the volume displaced into the adjacent soil, as is done by timber or 

,'" •• " : precast concrete piles. The soil.,cavity can be made py auger or casing carried to a 
,,-" '; 

i:';~~~,j::~~esired depth and ,filled with' concrete. Volume displacement is accomplished by 

, :',\(,'A:.'i,drivinga thin, metal, closed 'end shell stIffened with a retractable mandrel ~r a 
"~.; ~~,<:y . 
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, " 

·,heavier cylindrical metal shell,which is retracted as the concrete filling in installed. 

-: Retr~cted shells ar,e 'usually heavy steel pipe, sometimes with reinforced cutting 

'~dg~~thdri~g rin~s ,wedded at the top to provide a grip for retraction. In,some 

the concrete is compressed by ,3: vibrating or drop hammer and tends to 

squeeze out laterallY,below the casU;g to form annular expansions. These greatly 
t ~ ;' . " , . .1 " ",., , 

, the bearing value, ofthe'pile. One advantage of cast inplac,e or thin shell 

is, "the inspect~r'sability to, examine the ,cavity, before replacement of the 

corlcn~te. 'to 'check depth of perietraiioiiand variation from, plump or desired batter 
, 

Usu~lly, the. downward m~:Yement during . casing driving indicts the 

empln,calresistance taken asa measure of pile value~ before any concrete'placed. 

,~/For 'all'cast-in-placepiles, cafe must be exercised to' clean theca~ity of all foreign 
• " ~, 0 

matter and to ftll the entire volume With concrete. If water enters shell, tremie tubes 

, ~ay':be_ necessary for casting the con,?rete. Structural concrete pil~s are designed as 

"t~hort 'co~crete columns.: A maximum unit stress of 25% of the 28 day cylinder in 

'compression is permitted for working-stress design or appropriate load factors, an 

assumed 5% eccentricity of loading, and 0= 0.70 (0.75 where a permanent steel 

casing of Y4 in or greater wall thickness is'used) may be applied for ultimate strength 

design. Reinforcement steel is evaluated as for reinforced concrete as part of a pile 

may, with a 1/8 in allowance for loss in thickness by corrosion, be stressed to 35% 

" of the yield stress. 

Concrete Displacement: 

The Franki extrusion pile requires a steel' shell to be set into a pit. The bottom is 

, filled with gravel or dry concrete to' a ,depth of two or three pile diameters, and the 
, -

fill is then pushed' into the soil by dropping a heavy ram inside the shell. The 

,cOllcrete packs and grips the shell sufficiently to pull it alollg through almost any 

':, type of soil and e~trudes it into the soil in the shape of an inverted mushroom. 
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" ; .,:" '/ .' " ;' .' , 

,Concrete is added before the plug matefial entirely clears the shell. As the additional 

"concrete is ex~ded7 the shell is withdrawn. 

":,,;;J"";C:""" "'The result is very ro:Ugh-surfaced concrete cylinder with a number of annular fins 

".projectIng into the soil At the bottom: is a mushroom-shaped expansion. Under load 
': """"'.,:, . . 'I ,,: , , 

,these piles' have came,d much more load than is indicated by the area of the 

""mushroom multiplied by the.normally presumptive bearing capacity of the soil. , ' 
'" 

':\ These piles are suitable for granular soils and develop load capacities of 100 to 150 

. "':'" 

./ 
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. CHAPTER FOUR 

CASE STUDIES 

\i'4.1 'CASE STtmV ONE 

" Aksterben Aquarium and Nature Centre 

Nebraska, USA 

This ,Game and J>arks Commission complex is the only faCility of its 
, 

" in the Great Plains. ,Many organizations and individuals worked long and hard 

'to bring it into reality. Its 12,000 square feetinc1ude the aquarium, terrarium, natural 

'(:',hl~tory c1as~room, World Herald Auditorium, orientation and display area, and 

/ 

Elevation of Education Centre 
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Arial view of site 

,Park' 
, : Wildlife 
, Fishing' 
'Boating, 

,,"Hunting 

I ' 

"Outdoor education 
. Administration 

, ' , 
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Aquarium ,tank 

Materials used: 

steel 
concrete, 
glass 



. t ' 

" ",' 

the site ha an outstanding layout 
. good exhibition of natural wildlife 

. :,' c' material used are durable 
d the centre offer educational facilities 

, e required facilities were well catered for 

.. b~ildhtgare poorly ventilated , 
,exhibition han I poorlylighted( use of artificial lighting) 

;: 



" ,Aquarium of the Pacific Animal Care 
,< ! '. 

" Long Beach, California 

With its sweepi~g,' curving, wave-like architecture, the 

,aquarium oftIle'Pacifi6',is 'designed to emulate the 'ocean. The Aquarium's 
" " ", ,,' . i, . .' 

, . extraordinary'architecture is a joint venture of the Los Angeles office of Hellmuth, 

Obata& Kassanbaum and Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davisof San Francisco. 

:.':EHDD designed the critically acclaimed Monterey Bay Aquarium and has 

,'collaborated on the plans for numerous marine exhibitions worldwide. The 

Aquarium bf the Pacific I situated a close to water 

as the sitewouid allow. There are many outdoor exhibits too, with decks where 

, ' visitors can see and smell the sea. The design help to remind you exactly where you 

are, very near the great ocean itself 
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I, 

I 
I 

Facilities on site: 

conference centre 
research laboratories 

Ground floor plan 

First floor plan 
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In Suggested Route 
/!,g~~w ~.~\l@·~:I~W'{j.'tII~\IH,I1;>-, 

Material used: 

glass 
concrete 



, ,f 

steel 

. . . 

..... the site is located close to water· body 
dUrable materials were usedinconstrudion 
required facilities ~ere well catered for, . 
aquarium provided house ocean, brackish and fresh water animal 

"- . .' 

. . a. . lots of artificial lighting a used 
. ...• b lack of good ventilation ' 

,l 
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4.3, C;t\SESTUDYTHREE 

Name: . Cabrillo Marine Aquarium 

San Pedro, Los angeles 

, Cabrillo' Marine Aquarium is dedicated to promoting awareness, 
, " 

"knowledge, and preserVation of the rich marine life of south em California. Through 
" , ' I· 

,our many living andintetpretive exhibits, sea water laboratories, and surrounding 

'seashorehabitats, youwill have the opportunity to explore the many wonders of the 

sea. Located ,on Cabrillo ,Beach in San Pedro, our coastal park site includes a gift 

.,' . shop, grnssypark and picnic areas, a tidepool refuge, sandy ~beachesanda fishing 

all joined 'by fully accessible trails. 
. . . 

Ariel view of exhibition hall 

'> \ , 

-',' \ 

/ 



. WHAlE 
'. GltoWfY,>,I/D 

COURTYARD 

site plan of the site 

, sea search marine biology . 
ocean outreacH 

, aquarium tours 
" - ;whale watch 

Merits: 

\ 
'. 

Materials 'used: 

glass 
steel , 
concrete 

a the site is well located, having natural features like water bodies around it. 
b the buildings have adequate number of facilities 
c materials used are very durable 
d adequate provisions were made for varieties of marine life 

,Demerits: 
. . 

,a, the buildings are poorly ventilated 
bfreshwater marine life was well catered for. 
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',:'::4.4 <', CASE STUDY FOUR 

.·Name: . UCLA Ocean Discovery Centre 

Location: . Santa Monica Pier, Colorado. 

History: The UCLA Ocean Discovery Center is located at beach level below the 

world famoijS carousel on the Santa Monica Pier, where Colorado Avenue in Santa 

Monica meets the Pacific Ocean . 

.. Turn left on Ocean Blvd. at the entrance to the pier. Go south on Ocean past the 

intersection with Pacific Coast Highw~y. Turn right onto Seaside Terrace, which is 
' " . 

. the fIrSt small street just past PCH. At the stop sign at the bottom of the hill, turn 

right onto Appian Way. At next stop sign~ turn left and proceed into beach parking 
1 ., ' • 

. lot. \ 

Arial view of elevation 
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Site location map 

Floor plan 

Materials used: 
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, J . EntrY G~gplank 
~, '0' ' < 

!,' ., 

9,' ComputerlMicroscope Laboratory 
.". .' , t' 

JO:Girls'Restroom' 

,14. Voliuiteer Lockers, & Storage 

5.Bo~k Store 

a', it'has a good ~ite layout 

, 'the site is well located 
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': ",', '-'. <'" ' 

"', ,,'Po~r ventilation within the b~ilding 
poor lighting within the buildmg., 

" .- "" ,: . ,. 

. .lC 'ifaVini caniedout these case· studies and further analyzing them, several ''', " . 
" i .~ ~,", '. " ," . ,<' " > _ ." , 

DEDUCTIONS 

,,.l:';:precautions and rpodifications will be ensured so as to arrive at a proper well "Y;:':;">,·, , ;' , ' . 
:;\:.:,i; , 'planned proposal for this thesis. 

" 'Construction materials that will be most appropriate in specifications will have to be 

··1lIajorly steel, glass and concrete. More thought will have to be given to ensuring the ~, .. " 

use of natural lighting and ventilation by introducing a well-positioned courtyard, 

'" · increasing the headroom of the exhibition hall and proper positioning of windows . 

. Great detail will have to be given to the positioning of facilities in the buildings. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CLIMATE DATA 

,Since the site for the proposal Naval Base Olokun, Apapa is situated within lagos 

',,':;;metropoli~, the clim~te feature of the site can regarded as being the same with that 

. , .' 

',rhey~arlyaverage ofpercentage)requency of winds of more than 3 miles per hour 

:(3.4 p. h) thewind speed on the site ru-e of great importanc~"and should and can be 
" },' .", \ . . 
"'~.UL""~JL""'~ ifneed be, by the planting / existence of suitable trees. 

ilretw~ types of winds :The North -East trade winds, which brings harmattan 
~ , ; , , ' ' . . 

, tlieSouth-.West mansoon winds, which bring the rains the effect of this winds 

, 'bepropedy curtaiied if any tourist facility is' t~ succeed. Peak visiting hours to 

. this' ~itewill be mainly at annual public holidays, The fixed ones being in April, 

October and December -primarily during the rainy season . 

. ',The rain, cannot stop, but its harsh effect when accompanied by strong wind can be 

>t~mpered by' barriers and good building orientation. 

"Surface wind generally correspond to the wind currents which are south west and 

',the' south ,we~t winds are very moist and when it prevails, brings cloudy sky and rain 
'., 

: .... while ; the North East in very dry and produces cloudless weather, picking up and 

::> '. carrying fme dust and sand particles on its passage though the desert and therefore 

,produce harmattan. 
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';,All)h~:plimatic fact~r taken into consideration, if properly utilized in' building 
'.. j 

.'orientation will only serve to enhance the fact that the site is suitable for the purpose 
, l 

, ;'" '," which is presently serving. 

% WIND FREQUENCY FOR LAGOS BASED ON 3 HOURLY WIND RECORD 

.... , FOR 1951 - 60 (LATITUDE 60° 35\ LONGTITUDE 03° 211 ATITUDE 40M) 
'" , 

,SPEED TOTAlJ ALL DIRECTION 
RANGE 

IN }, 
, 

, .KNOTS J F M A M J J A S 0 N D 

" , ." 

" 
" 

'CALM 263 21.8 24.1 27.3 26.9 25.3 20.7 20.8 25.6 32.5 31.2 29.0 

1-10. 73.2 76.7. 72.2 69.8 71.3 73.8 76.7 76.4 72.8 66.2 28.1 70.8 
, 

11-12 0.5 1.4 3.1 2.7 1.7 0.8 2.6 2.7 1.6 1.1 0.7 0.1 

, 21-23 TR· 0.1 ' 0.1 " 0.1 0.1 TR , 
34QRMORE TR, 0.1 

,'. : 2'OR 3 COUNTED AS o.i 

\",,(SOURCE: FED. MET. SERVICE OSRODI LAGOS) 

"'.' < 

Rainfall 

, Rainfallin lagos st~te in generally 'heavy as a result of its locations close to the 

Atlantic ocean and its elevation of about 6m the sea level. The rain falls all years 

• around and is heaviest between April and)uly. These very rain are usually followed 

" by ashort dry season in august and' thereafter, another very rainy season between 

September' and October. Generally, lagos state falls into the equatorial zone with 

, annual rainfall measuring up to 1875mm. See attached figure below 62% occurs 
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: it ~'~V:':~,j~j:-~~ 

:Si~::::;'"?{;<'( .:.... .1 '. ' 

:i'1~;;~:!i;,\J$ola,tJ()n A~d .RadlatIon 
,~~/:~;~~:,<'}r:'t~::h .. ~(' 1'.,< ,.--, ",,' ':'.. ' , " ,-. .'.' ' ' ''r 

,:'-'';,';::!}':,Season,al v~ations in the length of day in Nigeriais not great. Maximum possible 
"';;!;i;r:i~;", 1· " ", . . ..... , ..'. ,'" 
,(:\i,i::\!'11:hours of sunshine vary~between 12 hours 25minutes and, 13 hours 1 minute in June 

~:;":·JWJ.:~~-!:)~:::r;:" .'.>.:' . 1 .> ", ". _ """ "~' . ,;'" " ' 
.;;i~,;~rlHjt~:';ihthe.southofNigeria. In January these value range fro't:l111 hours 15 minute in the 
-<,:>:~:".:'~;.:::r!~'~'l:;:'. ;:< " '.:'",',:': . -". ,-, '" '-", ,,.;; ',:.". ': _', .f " ',' . " ,,' , " I 

r.i\;';>'~:~;;Northai1d: 11 hour 35 minutem the South. The' actual total of isolation receive at the 
';:'F \" lr~;\: ......'. .• '. .' .' .'.. .',.. . • '.. . ", 

l ~':':i~~~:fj;'i:l;<~earthlysurface ,issubstaIltially ~educed ,mainly' by' Cloudine'sswhose effect is marked 
~J:,tf:_:;;~;L·~-;l~t~.':,:;<~,.,>. '>', ~- , . '. , ,.~ : ~!. ' ;' ,," -.' • , . ' • 

. ;:;;i:W'fvF;~in the South· due. to proximitY of the Atlantic ocean and the persistence influence of 

i;r~;~;¥~i'm;;hti~d South - West wind., Thus inboastal area such as Lagos, the early sunshine 
"\~}~'fy:iif? ','" ,,' ... ' . " ",," ',."'.,",'. " , 
,';id:itn\,t,l!'\,Valueslie between 45% and 55%:ofthe maximum. 
'>n;,f;,',i)f,:». , '. " .' . ' . . ,," . '" ,'" , .' , 
'~~';;~):;"~::;~;':,~ith,: 'particular '. reference to' the site, with. a great number of palm trees and 

,i~~j!~d,~i!('~urrouUding 1 scrubs, provide just the right amountof cover' to project prospective 
:";:,i,r:~~\i:,;:':;,i~~;'''' ,:.l.\<, ,"h'" " '. - ~::' ,:.'; ", , • r > • ' 

5.,;:':, ;"J,:~, )}visitors from a blaring sll11. ' 
, ',:):~"~;'> ~,;;:,: "~'~"': " ',' <, , , ,', . . ',' 1', • ",~, 
,,{;;\'H;,;.,,:The solar angle chait: shown in fig: 5a is used as a reference point to the site since it 

, ~ ':\: ',- ',' ;:~'. "j , '" > • ' , , ' , " " 

'}1{,~;was, drawn up specially for the differel1t faces of the' central and academic buildings 

: 'i;"~(which are~ery close to the site) showing the sun angles at suttnUer solstice (June 

, :,21). Equinox (September and March 21) and white solstice (December 21 ). They 
, . / . 

'. Will be used as sun control data for the project. 
, ' 

. I 

Bio Climatic 'Chart 

For human physical comfort the chart recommends: 

(a) Temperature range of 20°C to 30°C 

, (b) Radiation level lower than 1 OOW /M2c 
,,«c) , Wind speed (or air movement) less than O.lm1s 
, , .-', , " 

'{d}, Relative humidity of between 305 

'For inferenc~s. dra~ from various lIata collected, optimization of these data will in 

no' small way assist in the thorough fonnulation of a, comprehensive design 

·"'pr6posal. 

" 

" "" 



, !is 

Geology 

", ,"',', ,.', ", " S~dimentarY rocks'Q,fthe lower cretaceous period occurs widely in Lagos state. also, 

')t;:fDf]jij;terti~ bed; \ from the cokstal plain sands stretching from CaJabar in far, east through 
'::-,-':~it?i~~~~"!}:<~:'::~:-"i ... ,': )'~ /',' . ~ ,,", y" " -". t - ,r" , 

.,:::l',t~l~fi;i:tagos Statetothe boarders of'Bt;min Republic in the West. 

~~~~t~t~,~ fT~pographY .. . . 

t;lf;~~:'ti~iil(CPL~~o~State lies entirely~ithinthec'~astal plan,which is, characterized by sand, 
lc\;;iJ,~t;:H~i';,,:,> : ""'," I, """ ", ,"", ",,' "" ' '", " " , ',,~ "', 

"~i;~:;~1;,;J~t:;~;,bank, lagoons .. and creeks. ,The 1and does not rise • 650 meters above sea level 
.Y'~·~T:i;·\;;:l~-:t!.J:;;~:( .. ·-~·'fl';: .. ,', ' .. ";"+\, i:.~." ': ',. ',,:"~ '~., ,,-,'~," ," ,', ' '. ' 

,:iYt:'i, , j;anywherein the state. 'Rather'mostareas lie below 320 meters above sealevel. In 
,,;~:tJ, :;~y"", ' .. ,,' ", ,,". , "" ' " ' , '" ,',', , 
'tyi<l~;r i!fYjt:additioD; 'steady coastal re!t'eatis occurring in some, areas as a grand scale beach 
'>;~i'(>:. :3f,·.:~t' '_',:,!":: '> . ,-' " . . " ,"', ,,' '/ . . .' ,< <. , 

,:/r ";itV,.tJ:,;'/~J:6sion: The 'rivers, breeks'and lagoons ill the state fashion. From the west boundary 
~~~~N:0"~~'<~ ··t;t/.~:>: ~":'~',." :-," ',,'>'~ .. ; _' ,"; , .-' ~ ",' '. ,,:-', .' _ ' J 

\;j~H':i;·,tcreeK,enters: from' therepublicof:Benmand it ,is joined' iIi' the, North, , about 
;,.'.~J.i~t.:T:"~'~~', __ :!::;t~'\',>;, ~\.,"~ ", :.: . '~:";,:,, .' ./ ",,:, >'."" ',' >'. ~c " . c - ': ,,' .:" '., 

';~f;:'I;;'~{'Z4ki:il:From,' the Nigerian ~,Benin, border, 'by' tl}e Yewa river. Then comes' Ologe 
(,\:\':r; ."j'! I, ',", , " /", "" "',',',' " , 

"~~;~;/X;:~;'" lagoon'looking almost >,like the Capsian sea in' shape. The Lagos lagoon dominates 

';';,,'{"'; :':;"the, ;e~t of the ,state. Drawing, into the lagoon are numerous stream and rivers 
l 

';:;:'flowing ill from the not important ones being the Owo, Ogun, Solode-Barre, Owa 

, The interconnectingpattem of these water bodies creates a large number of islands 

with varying sizes. 

One consequence of the foregomg is the existence, over most of the states, 

Swamp lands of low to very low agricu1turalpr~ductivity. Only very land of the 

Northern fringe of the state has soils of good potential for agriculture. 
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i,'/:':!i's:s .. 8ooIO CUL riiRAL LIFE 

,/'tj,:Theindigenous people of Lagos state are theYoruba subgroups of the Aworis in 

"~/'~'): ikej~,the EfWS in Badagry area, the Ijebus in Ikorodu and Epe, while Lagos Island 

,\ :":6oilsistof anadrclnister of Benin ~nd Eko Aworis as well as repatriated Yorubas 

',,' , " 'andother immigrants. However, the state in its modem fonn is a socio-cultural 

" "'.~ ',ineeting point which has attracted a, cross~section of Nigerians from all over the 

federation as well as non-Nigerians from other African countries and the rest of the 

world. 

. .... , 

IV::t ,::,,':':Nevertneless, Lagos' State has its own distinct cultural characteristics, which have 
/,;;i"~;,n;"tf;!T~'~',/ >,. ,,:~, ' .: , \ , . " : " . 
::':t:;;f;'.:~c:beerinUrtured along by its indigenous people. The arts and craft of the state include 

': ~~:':\~~,~JUr::'f\ ;~,. " " ", - '. i,. '. _ , . L \,~ •• 

• t,~i;/:~1~tl:lk(pottery, sculpture, mat weaving,basket weaving, hair plaiting and Rafia works. The 
:~<':',X;)J./~~:!/:;·:~~'\"~.: ,'1 "'l ',; ." ,'," ',', " ,.,' \ ' _. • 

::i;f;'~';'i:'i;',:,:culturesof the people are also reflected in certain types of masquerades which have 
"··,.:\:!';~;~·;::-:~;::H-,~~;',:'<·<' ',L, . "J' " ,,'. ;,',' I. 

::f:"~ ,.~;f'I": particular times of the year for. their festivals and some of which originate from 

,;~:ti';ll:"i':'anCientreligiouspracdces. The major festivals include those of the "Adamu' Orisha 
,:," f.':;;i~:, .\ i '. ",,' ,/, " . . ' 

'~' (EyoMasqueraders)of Lagos Island / Egunegun, Kori and Osun Iya ,-- Alaro 

".'festivals of Ikeja, Eluku festival at Ikorodu, Ebi festival and Okoso festival (Boat 

,Regatta) ofEpe, the Sangetomasquerades of the state's cultural heritage. 

, ECONOMY 

:,The economy of Lagos State, 'especially' metropolitan Lagos, forms the hub of 

Nigeria's national economy. This is not suprisirlg in view of the sta~e's traditional 

t,:' .,.role as the Federal Capital of the country until some years ago. Currently, 

.' :, ': metropolitan Lagos continues to provide, serve as, or support the following: 

'" \(a) The most elaborate,port facilities in the country; 
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~}Theolderand'b~sier of the two railway termini on the country's Atlantic coast; 
·f:'":· ~~< :;"',~~ , -" l~ . .," < ' " • • 

: (c j /The couptiy' s,busiest international and domestic airports; 
",-, . -:,- ,t' ' 

range,ofbuildings and,allied,infrastructure which,the federal ,administration 

• ~d its parastatatShaveused hitherto (andmost of which they still use}; , 

(e)' ,The h~adq~er~ 'of most~erchant, commercial and the developmenthanks as 
" i ;, ~. , 

"e',"O",,",,",'HO"', as insurance' and re-fusurance,, c()mpanies; " 

(~'The Ni~eriastock exchange and'allied institutions; 

; The ,largest condentratiori of industrial and commercial establishments in trw 

tog~ther with the diversified activities allied 'to them; 

The whole paraphernalia of the Lagos State administration itself and those-of its 
: >'" I , 

dominantly urban-based local government units; , 

,A ,wide.'ranges of educational institutlonsincluding polytechnics, 'college of 
" \, 

""'U'''',,",Q,\..lV,U., universities and research institutions; 

,G)' The seat of diplomatjc missions to Nigeria; 

(k) The location of various international organizations; 
~ " 

,0) A wide range of hotels and recreational facilities; 
, , ' ;, " 

,;::,. (IIi) The terminus of road transportation to various parts of the country and the rest 

of West Africa; , 

; ,(n) The largest receptacle of migrants, both,ruraL urban and internationals 

(0) A large and growing population of skilled and semi-skilled persons that provide 

bases and market for a wide range of higher order goods and services. 

" : i ,These and other functions make Lagos "tick" and provide the state with a bright and 
" 

\":l: magnetic economic climate. Regardless of the change in it's status as the national 

;,:,;';::capital,arid 'given the inertia and cir~ular and cumulative causation processes that 
>_/~\~t::\> ," " < ~ ~. • •• 

,: i::r: characterize economic development, the h~gemony and growth of the Lagos area 
. 01":~,hYO-:' ; > "I ~" ~ , 

, ,',,;appear well into the futrute. What policy m3kers may worry about is how to manage, 

)(""sristain and further 'the processes. 
;/f: ":';~ ~ r: {' _ 

"J' , 
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5.7 DEMOGRAPIDC DATA OF LAGOS 
,I . 

;:,At~ the time of the 1963' natiorial census, the population of Lagos was put at 
'~~U:·h,i'·'· .. ~ '., ; i', ,', 

,.:,j~j, ;: 1,443,568. By the end of 1985, 7.3 million inhabitants were estimated using an 

:;:)'I){,!n~::.~ual growth r~te'pf8% 'in the urban populated areas, and 2.5% per annum in the 
",,~\).\:, ~;:F;~!:_~''-:' - '~" , "';_ '. '. ., ' 
·:,iH;;,;:;i,~;",',.ruralareaswith spare population. Lagos State in particular is a constant victim of 
{1!,~~;;;elf!;,': .'.., '. . '.' ! '., ' .' , 
di~l;;c;;'iii.:\tural-urban migration in the country and is said to receive. 300,000 people per 

··C'.+: .,t":' . , 

........ ..... fumum~r25,000 people per month.<It is estimated that at this rate, the population of 
:~~,;(,-<,';.,.'<~>~::, '''\ ~ ,," .',. " . - " ' - ~ . 
;:jk:r·./i:;.l,:;' .. ~,Lagosalone may 'exceed 12 inillion' by ·the ·year 2000. A reasonable explanation as 

':}~j'Ji,f;;):;::'f::\i: .' . ..'..,.. '. ...., '. .' ". . 
.;Ci)lht:P!;,:, per 'this rapid growth rate in population is directly linked to~the· industrial potential 

'i:·;';\t~~" ,,:> '. ',... . " . 

. ',:;iZ;,):';';;:, of:: th,e ,;: state \ and· the I. numerous investments being matched both as a source of 

. ;,"~" t[~1;~~en~e. kd per thepr~vision of employment opportunities for the ever-inc;easing 
'>;i~';;d?~i;f~~;;~\::,~.~·~:0'<:.:':'(>".'F ". ~./", ,: "" I " " '; " _ ",', h ,\' 

.::i:;;;;;:;tJ;;~':~i~·" population. In conclusion, the rate of population growth in Lagos State is 10% per 
(r. ;>', 1~; ,.~t ,;~ .~' /,. 

""" .. , 

. ,.: "~', ;,:: ;:annum~ 
."""'\'.~,\:: ,", 

:~~!"~.8~. TRANSPORTATION'AND TRAFFIC FLOW 

, Road Transportation 

.,.' A city like Lagos with its rapid development leading to increase in population will 

';.·;;:,;require a very effective transportation' system. 
, . I . . .. ' 

,:,;The govern.rnent's policy concerning the transportation sector is the establishment of 

. a mass transit program, involving' the integration of all modes of public 

I,' : transportation. I~ also involves private sector participation through the provi~ion of 

i' . tubes, tyres, batteries, lubricants and other majplZ,p,arts for sale at reasonable ~es 

in order to keep transportation fares at affordable prices. To R~ckup this policy, the 
.1 
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state· govermnent launched a mass transit system consisting of road, rail and water to 
<;, > 'c '-. 'f" ,,< ~';" " r _ • . , , 

,i'ease sufferlngof commute.rs:, . , . l' ' .. 

'the road program, 'more bllSes were purchased to add to the present fleet of the 

....., .... , .......... State TrarlSport'Corporation. In 1991, the corporation had a fleet of 514 buses· 
\. . 

., . and s6 ~eugeot S04.stationwagons.fol," its various services. The state received 158 

',' ,'under the fedenll ili'ban mass transit pr~gram and by the end of 1992, the 

· :~:,current administration in the state have provided 60 out of the planned 1000 buses 
• 

',under. ·its j~bilee line program. A major problem of LSTC is the need to acquire 
," 

enough spare parts to salvage the overSOO broken down buse~ in its various depots. 

"Water Ways 

'. The waterways and lagoons, which abound in the state are being increasingly used . 

. For the riverine areas, water transport by canoes and motorised boats have been 

natural options fot a long time. Ferry service· between Apapa and Lagos was 
','.-

:pioneered by the Federal Inland Waterways and in 1983, the state government 
....... ' './ 
established its own ferry services.; . 

· '·'These .. s~rvices use jetties at Apapa, Federal Secretariat, Mainland Hotel,' Marina, 

"'M~oko Queen's Drive and Tarkwa Bay. With increasing state attention in recent 

tilrl.esand the· negotiated involvement of the Nigeria Posts PIc., the n~ber of 

y~ss~lsand jetties used for passenger arid cargo transport in the state have increased 

, remarkably. "', 
_,.' 1-

..The: Nigeriari Railway Corporation fUlls its normal cargo and passenger services 
· .' . . . 

','fro~ the Id~o terminus to the northern parts of the country. It also traditionally 

. : provided sk~letal intra-state ~ommuter services between Iddo and ... Agege in the 
, . ' ~ ; .... 
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lnetrop~litan:rrea. Pending the resuscitation of the metro line project, the state 

, .' goveminent in conjunction . with the Nigeria Railway Corporation launched the 
I 
I 

. " jubilee rail service in November· 1992 to expand the rail commuter. service in the 

. state. This has' :further boosted the tripartite multi-modal transport system (formally 

initiated in May 1989), involving better integration of the road, water and railway 

. transport facilities in the state~ The jubilee rail service has two trains of 10 coaches, 

each with a capacity of 1500 passengers operating between Iju / Agbado and Ijora / 

.ritr:;:·'.~~:.:rApap~. 

":Jilj'tjijL,T~~~ . ." .... . , 
:,;(j:)\;:;~::\i.:·;. ;The biggest and .most modem airport in Nigeria . is the Murtala Mohammed 
'}r~;::··.:;:hU/·. ". . ,. " . ..... ..., i ". " . . : .' 

;{;:\i{:)ff)nternationaIAirport,which accounts for over 50% of the total air.,passenger traffic 
;;;:j!~.;~~~ ;~~~:.f~~l:~.·.':;i".' '"':". ! ',"'.' \.' 

::{i )::~L.;fu:Nigeria (averaging '6,220,336 people annually in the 1981 -'- 87 period). The ' 
>.~";:'.>, .):.;t·:~,·g:;::~ .. ; ... \:.~f"~' ::', : i ~"'\~~';~\","" I..·. :" .'~ , '.. . ' 

,'riil:gj~;irairport'complex at Ikeja has three wings respectively for international,' domestic and 

1::;·'{i'!:11iil!·y:~~'·'·~~~~i~ate airl~e~. Practically all the m~j~r airlines of the world ope~ate air services to 
. ·"'l:',([~~r;~I< "'.' ". .... ..' .' , . 

. ~~~;;·;;W~:~;]·;~,agos:s.There are provisions in. the State re'gional plan to construct another airport at 
. ., .• , ...•.•... ,>".{." .•.• ",. ,. '. / ". 

~i:K;';·~~!;t;<LekkiPeninsula ,for domestic travelers in order to relieve pressure on the Ikeja 
· ,+;.~':·;,.t.::-~:1~~~:.·::,~.::::. ~ i· :,' ", >' 

~h::!: ~,';t~:' allport facilities. 
'·f -.:;;.: ~ . , 

.'.'\ ;.i·-;,;:t'·:" 

,.T:,.r} ~\:::. ' 
',;.';::l;;:'::jh(" ". .,., ., . 
~;';';.'~rr«:Traffic congestion has almost always ,been a serious problem in Lagos State, due to 

· '" ''','' ~ ,:, {' - , 

'?;"\):::::nodoubt the industrial activities so prevalent in, the' area. There have been several 
':~,' l!t:J .. :: r',; ~"". ;'L < " 

· '.. 'ti

,.' <:p~opo~a1s to' the solution of traffic congestion, varying from the establishment of 
"' .;\. . , 

:;'/t·; new ~outes to the curtailing of car movement from day to day. 
~\ : 5' ~ ; 
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\,,,, . 

5.1 Composition of traffic on Broad Street from Tafawa Balewa Square. 

'COMPOSITION' AS AO/o TOTAL IN 

YABA" 

l" .59.74% 

, 25.74% 

10% 

6.05% >.", 

3.93% 

1.74% 
\ 
" 

',h6urs~ebetween 7.00 am~ Arid 8.00 am., 11.00 am. And 12.00 noon and 

4.00p.m:- 6.00p.m. (SoUrce: O~OR, 1998) 

/ 
The earliest methods used to ease traffic congestion in Lagos State waS the 

installation of traffic light by the Federal Government and the 'odd and even number 

" scheme'also established by the 'government of which both schemes did not help 

much. The most recent attempt at easing traffic congestion in the state has been the 

recent construction of axial roads, bridges and expressways (which are usually still 

<; congested, especially the break periods) e.g; the third axial roads. Third Mainland 
~ ~~! ' ~ . . 

:}J:'::';;;;,::1!\:~dOworonshoki road which fortnouter ring road and actually facilitate traffic flow 
',"";~~?":~r~.~:.;)"!;~\r,>;"'~'-~<,:·": '; ,:' ... \\ '-:" :~, ". ' , , . ',' 
7):;::~:;)~~'i~in,and'out~of Lagos Island. The Opebi link road which was completed years ago 
);"~:~.;~,·,,1"'}~:~:f::~::;:·;:~?~':~·~:,:;·l.:·t_ ... ,~,'". '"":' ~'.' . 
"!l:Fj~;;:~1:,,~JinkingIkeja'\vith Oregun has greatly eased traffic congestion in Ikeja which is a 
>.:·(.:'~~:~~4;:·i:;;;";::~::,»·,:,:, ~, , ~::" " 
(r;s:')y::'li1i::very densely populated and highly.' industrialized area of Lagos State. 

';:'i:~~;;'%',; ::,,1: " ". ,,' , . . 
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" EXISTING LAND USE AND FUTURE TRENDS 
" ' 

Lago~ State as a whole occupies just 0.4% of the federation but accommodates 5% + 

.~." ," 0.8% ofthe~nation's population. The state is presently occupying 358,861 hectares 
.;- I,; , "" 

, of land, of which 75,555 hectares consist of lagoons and waterways. 

,,;','L,':::' " The Lagos State land department is responsible for the use of land, both present and 
. ,:' :~';:~'::~>.{ :::::'&t, . :/.::.:{',: . ~" ' J ' 

:~y',~f~:":\i~;;:>Au~e 'use, land, allocation, policies' as well as' insurance and revocation of right of 
.:~" .,':'" /".,"):' " , ~ .. ' " -' " 

'::iij~!::;}:;'1 ;~t:~:':d6b~paPcY~'TheJaridus~inLagos St.ate is basically divided into areas for residential 
: !:",:{:~~L:. {}(1,_;\<>" ':~ .' ", <'.. \ '\ 

:{~(;~;N:3'development, agricultural and. fudustry. that is the good blighted area which lack 
:~,;i~ye:~ r'~~~'~t.>~::', .' '~,' '" ' 'i ,0,: , ":." , ' . ' 

,:h:;;.;i·ii\(~;:;;~'basic" iJifrastructural facilities like drains, roads, water and electricity. 42 of such 
,.::,tii"Ji;"!; ,e',;.;,' ,',' "", ' '. ' , '~<, , ," ' , ' , ' 
~;;:I:f}t~{::!:;:;::.blightedarea:s have been' identified 'and improved e.g. Iponri, Badiya, Orile-Iganmu, 

l~f~~'t~~~l~je;Bariga:. .. .. 
']:";',,; 1.:tt;;:;ProJects such as ,urban· renewal scheme, the new towns development authority and 

I-i>.:!}~:)~;i}~)~~{b':~~.r,"':'·:'; :i"":~ <:' _ .,~ " ;." . < •• ':0 " ., n. ), <.' -', 
.:~(~:;:·:!":l\;?f\.:the, Lekki Peninsula /scheme have, been' established for land development purposes 

":l;j~ll\'I~~;ijt:[i,,;;l~:'~'.g>,D~sign of parks, the' establishment of new towns, provision of infrastructural 
, .i?1,f~~.:·~j~:'·~Fi{i;,<:,;:,:;;;~ ,~ .. <¢.)~: '-',""'.', ' ,.,' ",'" J. . , , I, ",. ," , 

,i':~'(;<~:;qi' ;" ,'~' fadlities. in. government estates,site selection and construction. 
~~ihf)'.~!\~·~,;·~'::':< ~.,' ,', ',' , " " ' ". 
:',,;\j.>,.~\,The LekkiPeninsula scheme is the most recent of all developments established for 

':?:~,r':>"i' ~ ,,>' , •• ' 

the provision of adequate space for growth of population and consists of an urban 

" .,iesidential development along the Atlantic Coastline (LekkiBeach) and agricultural 

: developments including areas for forest and swamp reserves. Another recent 

<development in Lekki is the Victoria Garden City residential scheme, which is a 
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\:~:'rhe, L~~i>Peninsula development scheme is a breakthrou~ in land development in 
.• • r. . 

" 

U ....... AA_ ini the area of housing, tourism and, the generation of substantial foreign 
: ',I,' ' . 

, ,'exchange. 
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CHARPTER.6 

. SITE ANAL YSIS 

6.1 CRITERIA 'FOR SITE SELECTION' . . 

.' Based on the purPose of a marine museum, it is essential to consider various 

factors before siting it since it is meant to house and exhibit marine life, it is 

, . '. therefore bist to be located beside water body. 

Factors That Mfect Site.·Selection . 

. , ' ,a)., Closeness to lagoon front: - the lagoon front which bounds the site to the east 
. . 

IDakes the site appropriate for the design proposal. The type of water body is " 

v ....... ., ...... Iol' .... water" which has is oWn form of marine life and will aid in enhance the 
"\ 

'U~iversity siting: - The site has been proposed by the university to be the 
. . / 

;' property ofth~ marine Biology Department for the carrying out of studies related to 

itscourse. This suggests that the site shall be of great advantage to the public and 
. 

"evenmore, to the department 6frriarine Biology .. 

. Smce,it is located close to the department of marine Biology in the university. It 

.:proyides the easy monitoring of the site by the department and expertise suggestions 

~. andadvancement of the d~partment is also ensured. It gives the lecturers and 

'. professors a sense of belonging and purposefulness and awareness to be part of an 
, I ' ", 

. " educative productive and community developing project as this. 
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","{, ' " ",',' .1, , " , 
If'en~pr~sthe development of research studies that are carried out on marine life 

".I(~, ..... ~. • , 

"~otjuS\Jocally' (betwe'en other related professionals and institute in the country) but 
, ;' '" '", J, ,," ',' '" "'''' ' : ' , ' , 

" due to t~~involvementof c~pable professionals in the university 

\ 'Location of side in theCity:- The site can be said to be centrally located in 
" "'" '.-', , ' ,\'",,,,,' """" , ' ,', 

city,smce '~yaba" where the university is located is in the Lagos mainland ' 

riletiopolis, It dm be cortc1udedthat accessibilitY of the site by the public is central a 
•• , ..,' , ; >. 

'uniform opportUnity is givento the public. 
, " . 

Theprop~sed site is located in the University of Lagos Akoka, yaba in Lagos State 
" "'. l ' , " ' \~, 

of Nigeria. The site so bounded by the Oduduwa road to the North, the 

lagoon' on the East, the university staff-training center to the West and the faculty of 

',', 'science to the South. 

" I 

6~3 SITE CHARACTERISTIC (INVENTORy) 

6.3.1 Soil Condition: 

The natural existing soil on the site is claying soil and due to its inability to retain 

,water, it results in a susampy nature of the soil, The site is therefore prone tQ 

" flooding and waterlogging. 

'I ' 

.' ",A great 1l:umber of trees and grass which characterise parts of gardens exist on site 

and are presently being managed by the, university parks and gardens unit. These are 
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all natUrM:QPCurrnig and of .various species. They 'form a 'natural vegetative cover, 
~' ,'l ' ~':l~>; '~;' :~,~t:.:'., ~ ,: _" ' , _ . 

;}':;::, which co"ern. a large area of the school. 
."C'; ".<,' '. i, i ', ... ' 

Existhtg site maps, as' well as visits to the site show, the topography to be a slopy 

',~errafnwith the ·l~nd sloping towards 'the lagoon. 

'6.4 ACCESS AND CIRCULATION, 

A minor road nms along two perpendicular sides of the site (the Oduduwa road) 

, which leads to VC's quarter. Room has been made for a proposed road, which is to 
, '~ , 

discomiect from the oduduwa road and run in front of the site from the university 

i. gate .. This road will ensure easy circulation around the site casing cojestion and 

" :'traffic jams. 

Pr~sently, no telecoInmunication poles, water pipes or electricity poles run across or 

·;beneath the site that makes. construction works easy to be ~arried out on site. 

the East of the site is scenery{lagoon) which marks one of thew site's boundries 
',; -,' , ., - <' 

~dno form of inanmade features exist on site. 
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DEDUCTION 

After putting all this into consideratio~ the world in need for excaration if the 

present soil,on site the filling with sandy soil which will be compacted, the existing 

. 'vegetation will qe inaintained as much as possible but those that would hinder 
" 

';cohstruction will be cleared and which can be replaced will be. The lagoon life will 

, cha~eled into the site to great a brackish water pond which will form part of the 
, ' J, " " I 

rnT",.., area on site. The'yet proves to be conducive due to access and circulation 
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,CHAPTER SEVEN 

DESIGN 'CONCEPT AND CONSTRUCTION 

. . . .. : . 

"7.1 CONCEPT AND DESIGN 

, 'Concept: In achieving 'the :final suitable 'design proposal for the marine museum 

" '"which would express the type ofjmrpose of the building in plan and elevation, yet 

>. fulfill all necessary requirements and ~nction of the design proposal at the same 

, , , time bringing harmony between the building proposal and the site~ thereby 

, ,,:!.y,::\;'r,,'~chieving the goal of architecture, the analogical concept of a "fish" has been 

~!ill:~i~lected.> .... . '. . 
<.~::Ai:;::'I}:'{<The.Fish:,This is a s~ape directly related to the aqua life and could be said to be a 
)!f:~\Y(' :J~~ ~;~~:;>:':',: \ ;,:' "~"/. /. ..' 

If;;J,~symbol'of marine life. Since the museUm is meant to display all types of marine life 
f',!.,~:~~r~ I,J"'·~.h.~ '.'il ",' ,,~. ", • 'f·,'".' .,' ".' ,\' 

1{}angingfrom the fresh water IJfe to' the brackish water life and the sea life, there 
,t'~:~~::,:·::> ' ; ',/",",' . ," ',' " .' ~ " " .' 

,:r~~Iwould .be ,a need for flexi}:)ility in the p'roposed plan and elevation. The flexibility 
;~:·t~ ',; 't,: t;< ~:,," . ,," 

:,,'should "be ,eXpressed in the planby creating informal viewing angles of the aquarium 
i~~;!~':~';~;>': . .'''\~:; _.'-.'<; .. ;- '-",~:, ':"." "',;" .,'. ,~'.., . ,", '. . .' 0, ' , 

Y·'by >using irregular :shapes of symmetry there by breaking monotony in viewing. This 

}1:
i
;2tld,eObancemore exciting~ie~s to tourists and sight- seers. ,The combination of 

" jr:tli~ 'curv~~d a~osi's~aiiht ~gle~~~ressedin the' shape of the natural fish is 
, r.:~~,~:~~e:T':;::·<)::<'\:·""-·". " ,0" __ • / '\, ,'. "" '::- r; , ", '. ,"" ; 

c~~~,;·:t",:;;;;;~i::.;deemedtobe ableto enhance this criterion. The achievement of this shape in 

,r:~dj;L,:r:;:'eIeyation give~ a,tourist impression of the building there by creating a harmony 
'.:,;-'~<'(P::~~·~~~r~ :.~> .. ~-,; f . '·',e.': ' >.: .', e' ",'" . ".' . . . ,,' " ,. " 

:?~;\:;~:s~:m:;;:SbetWeen the tourist and the purpose of their visitation. 
,. '5,~~}:\ f

i
,?,:;:,:", " ' ' . 

~-l('.':;!;;tf;~;,·;·,t,: ': ,.-,. 
" i·"}!~:yh 
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.11 'i; , 
"'<th~ Egg~This could be said to be the container of a generation, which means it, is r . . ' 
'. " an envelope ,in which life is kept With this in mind, it is used in the analogical 

, ", concept of the library and archives of the museum. Since the library and archives are 

.... ,.' sources of m'foimation long gotten which are then kept for the use or production of 

:\otherdisc'overies and information, it is well expressed in the shape of the egg 

,;MATERIALSAND CONSTRUCTION 

.listing arid. classification of the materials used in the project, the two units 
,j{, 

" .' '/" 
·-Reinforced concrete hlock 

."", 

'," , - Sand ~creed hollow b16ckwork 

- Ceramic wall tiles 

. FLOOR: ~.,. Reinforced concrete floor slab " 

"'" ,,- Ceramic floor tiles 

- Cellular steel and concrete floor 

':\ .. Gran~littic floorfmish , 

, ~"",' ,ROOF:, - Membrl111e structure 
'; '.:, ~'.I i 

- "r "," 
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, " 

~,F¥C ~embrane roofc~vedng . 
. '1lin ;,' • ,;, . 

;~Spacefr~~ .. 
, i 
- Glass';". 

,t.?: ~ .. Conbreteroof gutter 

: - PVC membrane 

: - Sandscreed hollow block " 

: - Glass' 

, FLOOR: ~ Reinforced concrete blockwork 

':- Granolittic floor fmish 

,: - Cellular steel and concrete floor 

" ROOF: - PVC membrane roof covering 

:-Glass / 

:-Zeiss7 Dywidag dome .. 

'. ':. -Concrete roof gutter 

",'Knowingthatundergrqundfloor, are, formed in the less compacts soils with poor 

'bearing capacity. These soils are permeable and stain ground water which impose 

pr~ssure:~n both the ",alls' Md floors underground water. This after low sailable 
.') "~ 
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,', c~lculatlol!~~;By, reiqfQrcjng the easing and' allowing fpr. i~ ~pmJ?P~~t~ ~ti~~ with 
• • ." 'j j " " " -,,':-. . ~'>I .... n""/ " , '-,' ; 'j 

,the steel fraine, a J~vitlg in steel and a reduction in the oventn~'~ lllfkj)Jbers 
" ..1 

'can be effeCted. ' . 

. . Underground floors are generally formed in the . less compact soils with poor bearing 
, ~ 

capacity. These soils ;are permeable and retain ground water, which imposes 

, " pressure on both the walls and the floor underground. This, often considerable 
,,' " 
,-,,"~:.;~ " 

,.' pressure of water readily penetrates bricks and mortar and the unavoidable 
,{,,~,~;lj:!, ' .• , '.',. ' 

;,i,~;~tK~\;:Shrinkage and construction pressure of water readily penetrates bricks and mortar 
: . .'):.',.~:~~'·:~~;~,t~.>~.~;·'_' '~',. " i, ,,, .' ',' ,,-' >, .' 

;:::fi"::}i~Jl,,::::and,·.the,unavoidable.:shrinkage and . construction cracks in, concrete. To exclude 
<t'l;+li;:~J;:lr\ ...... ' .\ . ;"', .. ' ." .'.'. .... :" 

":;"fi;,:;lg11:;!f,~:!~roriridwater,' from building, it. is necessary to'. form an unbroken, impermeable 
;:I.;\.;~11~!~:?·~:~l,:~{<';·"PJ\ , . ':. '- ' " : . ".,' ". ," ,j , 

":~(:,H~;:;:,:!;:!f~:~membrruie in all external walls and floors underground or to render construction 
~./~~'~::;~~'~:,~,!~:~'~.~',,>::;, _,\;~, 'J " , '", ", ' " \ ' 

:it;j:i:,:;;:ij:L~jointsin concrete watertight..' 

,~~~fl~~(' ." . . 
\.;;;{;;::"I.<,t'::/Basement Tanking: 
:~r:!;f}T:::;::"'>, ':, .• ,........ .... .. '. '.' ... ' " '. . ' . 
f~r,~~,::;i;~1l;)}'hetriiditional wat~roof membrane to floors and walls subject to ground water 

"(.~'r]~i:.l:lq:pressuiejsalining of'a~phali, applied bot in three layers, either to the outside or the 

n0~~?/i~i~,.'~id~ofwalls and sandwiched in the .basement floor slab. It 'is pr~ctice to line the 

:,UU~:;~;,jt,;;,~6~tside~f walls . ~f brick or ,c~ncrete, in new building work, with asphalt so that the 
it~,~~~ ',::f~:.~:';·:~; "~" "'. ' ," '~ " , . > 

'·'l:~'.'U:;::groimd water pressure against ,the ()utside face of the asphalt to walls is by the wall 

. ';':'ii~'ft;:;~>'i'~'insid~~<'" M internai lining of asphalt to walls is wall and it is necessary to form an 
- , ~ ,', ,'" f'" ~ . 

':ji:(', j';'>~dditional interrlalloading wall to resist this water pressure,and maintain the' asphalt 
,;~~,~:;'~':;i:JL\ '} ": ' ":' 1 ,', " '", -', . " ~ 
:'v:;;,\;,:.in position. This obviously adds to the overall thickness and cost of the basement 
:""~~/"~'~,l" ,;"." ; ,_. : <'" ).' . '. ~ , . 

:;/::'~!',~ ··wall. 'Anmternal'liningof asphalt is used, in the main, in existing buildings and in 
, ;)f'i" ;'\ ,,'~ . ~ 

, ': new buildings where the necessary 600 of working space outside the walls cannot 

". be provided for the asphaltters to work in. 
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:':Th.ehQ~iz01Jtalliningof aspfullt is laid in three coats to a fmished ,th,ickJ)es,s, ot30 on 

·~':;;,:'j:{:"j,·::r'~~ba~e~~~t'floQr slab., ·Joints between\~ach laying of asphalt itl~~dch ~~atshould 
,"~:tc:'\!:·\.-,~~_.~;,~:t~1"·~:::-:.t,~(,; ",-<, , !.," >. .' ,~ ',- ", ' "'~" ,,' .... ~>J'. ' .':',' '~. 
'{.i'~':;:1l:1:,;:be staggered at least 150 w~th joints in succeeding costs. The'~asphalt is 
,~ . .' ," .,'~i:r"l· ,', 'Y~I"_": ( .. ,.- ", . '. " '~,.' , 

iltil;l;';./~cm-iedou( '150 beyond the line of vertiCal asphalt to allow ' > the 

;j~l;li'feil1f&r~ing' ~gie'; fillet at fue jUIlction of th~ horizontal and' . 
';:f,,'C':>,"';;;{L .';" \, ,I; ,"",'., ' . , 

;;i~itmn:iediately,the horizonta1 aspl#tlf has been completedit should . 
. ;;,:., .. ""." " ,.' .,' i " , .• ' .' ' , . 

,,/.; O'prot~ctive coat of cement screed to protect it from damage during subsequent. 
_-;'~~':::'~",.:-.:":t:/i'. ',: ' .,' ,i, /',: ,', : "., 

!:i;i'buildil1goperationsuntilthe concrete !oadingcoat is in place. 

~~;;,;~,::~oIlcrete loading coat is spread,' c;onsolidated~d leveled~on the 50 protective 
:~:J ::' /~,':,' 1" "" .' 

';:'coat. .• ,The, thickness of this', loading co~t' is' determined by the ground water p~essure 
, .. 

; '';it has to resist in order§andwichingthe asphalt in ,the basement slab. It is good 
"ii ' , 

",'U·~""hl'·"" 'to reinforce the loading ,coat and to building brick walls off it. The 
, . 

(remt()rc€~<1 loading coat then tel1ds to spread the load of the brick wall and so avoid 

.... the possibility of relative 'settlement, 'which might cause the asphalt to crack and let 

. ,The vertical asphalt lining is applied iIi three coats to a finished thickness of 20 with 
.... I" 

,':joints staggered as previously described .. The surface to which the vertical asphalt is 

appli~dmust be sufficiently rough to provide a key for the asphalt to bond to, by 

taking out joints between smooth faced' bricks and by roughening the: surface of 
\i.: ' . " , .' 

:'" concrete cast against smooth forms~A reinforcing two-coat asphalLangle fillet is 

, formed in the jUnction of the vertical and horizontal linings. The vertical ,asphalt 

lining should be taken up 150 abov~ then~tural surface of' thegr6utidor above 

'. paved areas. 
,:,~: ~~t~>~:"~f;;: 

f.f;',?~r·: ;,yertical aspha1tJ~gs outside. th~ main,'strUctural walls should' beprotect~d by a 
;<t"ti;':"~"t," .• . .>,: ' . ".... .......' ':. ' .... '., .,' . ....,'".' 
·./·:'i;";:::r",,::halfbrick thick skin built up against.the asphalt, .. The pUrpose ofthis'ptoteCtive skin 

.'ii;:",':is t~ protect the,as~halt from dam;ge durfug:su~sequent building 6~erations and 

i,\:dirring the ~ourseof.> ". bas~~ent ~xcavations around base~eriiwalls. 



aniIltetnal asphalt, lining is' used, the ,inner loading wall ,should be ,built a 
':. .;~. >. Jr,' .~§,:~ , , ' ". 

, " 

.·soonas possible, to reinforce the asphalt against ground water pressure. The inner 
(i·,i' " ' :', I. ,,' , ' , ' ' 

,: C ,loading wall is 'usually ofbric~ork sufficiently thick to resist water pressure~ The 

:loading wall is built .with a 25 cavity between it and the asphalt and this cavity is 

'solidly grouted" w~th .mortargrout filling is to ensure uniform contact with the 
\ 

asphalt to resist water pressure. Without the cavity and mortal filling there might be 

cavities between the brick wall and, the asphalt and water pressure would force the 

"asphalt into the cavities and so cause it to crack and let in water. 

>::;::~: ; ,',' ,~, .~ 

,;·~r;~;Sf:r:;.Wherecolumn or pier bases are· to be\cast in with the basement floor slab to bear 

':(/;/~f::t(;;'directlYOn the subsoil or on a pile cap, it is necessary to 'continue the horizontal 
r"~:'}~{'.{,~~r';'~~"~;'~~r:.,~ :, ", : ".'" \ . I,.. , '~' , ' 
::~i;!';~;~/f:i{tr"\\asphaJt ,around the sides arid base' of the bases to form a continuous waterproof 

" /:u~!~::~;~~~!~,~t~, ','" ' ';,'" , >-:, : "", " '~"" \. , 

{:;:i:,>;~;ii:r·membrane. The excavations for the bases are first lined with concrete, usually 100 
' .. ·~:W~·:~,:~~)~:i:H~li::,~'~"·~<,~<"::',. '.' ,~' , < .," , • • • - • " 

!,;,X;~~:y,:it';;::~(jhick;'Or the base is lined with concrete and the sides with half brick thick skins. 
,j;.~);:ij.,\:, :>~:'~:_' ',;, , '~, ',' 

.;;,Y:'tl~:'~:i:f1;!~pha1( is th~~ spread around. the lining and the column or pier b~ses are cast within 
'::~~~;:~;·';~'~">~·';i~t:«t~~:,:~-· .,': ','. ' ""., ". • ,,' ,J,: , ' , • " '. • • 
'i:{~,ili~"~:l':;;.(the, asphalt"lml,Ilg; Where there IS ,appreCIable ground water pressure It IS not 

,.' ::~J~!, ::'~~j ;:,: \t: ';'.C '< ;.''; ,! .. . ' l 'f' " 

?:"'i~[:!Ri;'satisfa~toryto a110wbolUIllIls or piers to penetrate the horizontal asphalt lining to a 

;,~,llG~t;'::'", foundation at a lower level, as water will find its way through the cracks between 
, ~",',' S,! >·:~r:.:::.: ,,'<'~' , ,.,.", :' ~' " , ' '. I 

'" ,,;,:,;:;·::'the columns or piers and the asphalt. ' 
:,.;t.:,":':' ;'(,;:1." '. .... ; . ' 

;~iil;!:;,:i\)Y' ; , , 
-;<>~;·;~.~,.l·:'r<{ '.<; .~'~' , ;:! , .' ", '. 

~::X:~l:!~{;Tb,:Where,service pipes or ducts penetrate basement walls it is necessary to form a 
'1:l '>;',J"?;:, Y', ,: ."'.,:" , 

"':,;:t)':,:;:'l'watertightjoint. The 'pipe isc1eanedand painted with bitufnen and an asphalt collar 
. ',' "','. , 

'" ,r:t;.·isformed ~ound it. The pipe is then'passed through a hole in the reinforcing fillet 

, "is formed 'around the pipe. The\vall is then made up around the pipe. Where there 

", is high ground water pressure a' flanged pipe connection is used with a lead sheet 

" , ': ' collar fIxed between the flanged pipe wands, which are connected with bolts. The 
j' ').,' . '.~ . (. " 

,,;~i,' : lead collar is then sandwiched between coats of the vertical asphalt lining. 
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J,' 'O::'! 

.,.:'J;~};';i:l:.· 
'l-' , _,I~ ,<1" 

{Jti~t!i::: i"'" ". .' .' . . . 
,,;\f~,,:t:q'~J,,;.~or:'asp~lf lining to effectively resist the penetration of ground water it must be 

" 1'.'. "",,' ,,'I', ",',','" , " " 

t(~n,'securely's'andwiched between floor slabs and loading coats and walls and protective 

,(,':~,:~;t:;6f,inn~rloadingwaUs. 'Wheh,tinnlysandwi~hed in floors asp~alt acts as a viscous 
'~,'~'~;" .. '~~ :..jf·:;fi~.,//.:,:·.'·' ',:;,:: " "'~. \ " . ' .. ' " , ' , ;,' , 
'l:,~,;~jt'1:!!~t;i plastic capable of sustaining, considerable loads, of the order of 1.0MN/m2 without 
;>:~;~:Jt~::;.S\~~~~~>~:' .r':>,:,::,;;: .. ·.. 'J,; " ,', ';,' " .'\:: ,":, : . ' ".: ", .; , < , 

';':L'l?l~~;;\i:" appreciable, displacement and ,. capable of ,taking up slight relative movements 

jf~'fii,;jwithout ,fr;u:ture. . ¥yappreciahle relative I)lOvement will inevitably cause a 
':},~{:~::f]r;,:;';:fr:aciureinthe iiningthroughwhichwater will penetrate., 

;;itt11~tz:'·:,.: ,> ..... ' . . . . . '. . . 
'{~:'H't::;"::l~erican practice is to line basements/subject to groundwa~er pressure, with coats 

?j;;:.;~,:~n.;"~'fbi~en reinforced'with sheet~offabric such as canvas or felt, bonded between 
~·r~.':,>t>:·~~;?P~~~·:;:,:,;/~."·., : _;.' .. ', , <,' . ,":, ':.<. 

i;~;"{,:;:;:",l:<'Jayers of bitumen. The, fabric Jeinforces the bitumen and gives the lining sufficient 
':;;~~~I~0;::·~'·~;'·i.!~'l::<~:-~:rc.<:".~·",:,· ,.,.~ ( <".' .... (. \~ 
:tii::TF:'" resilience ,,' to acconnnodate:slight relative settlement and structural movement 

: ::::/i~.~:<;)J'.~.,. ',. ,;, ' ..... ,. "', ~ , , , 
!~;i',,":jtr>':without damaging the 'lining: A comparable system employed in this country 

.' "'~.}." ~ , 

!r, consists of coats of bitumen reinforced with fabric and bitumised c~epe paper. 
~~""t<' " 

, 
, , /1 

Concrete Basement Walls and Floors: Thoroughly consolidated dense concrete is 

impermeable to all but high, water ,pressures. The density and therefore the 

impermeability of concrete can be improved by the use of integral waterproofing 

additives, which have the effect of filling the small pores in concrete. These integral 

, waterproofmg and hardening additives are added to the concrete mix in the form of 

.. ,'fuiepowders or liquids as'thematerials are mixed. 

concrete, dries o~t ,'after placirig it shrinks and this inevitable4 drying shrinkage 

'causes cracks 'particularly atcpnstruction joints,through which ground water will 
, 

,Where there is appreciable ground water pressure on the floor and walls 
, I 
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pf. ~co~cf~le 'structure it {S necessary either to line with asphalt as previously 

described, ito take precautio~sto minimise rilbber.or plastic water stops . 
. !' 

:Onelllefhod of minimising shrinkage. cracks is to cast adjacent bays or areas of 

"concrete uifl()orsand:~alls~ith'a gap of 450 or 600 between them. When the bays 
,',' .' . 1\ .: ' , . ." , 

have dried out for some daNs and most of the drying shrinkage in them has taken 
, ""':', .:t.; , . 

.., ...... ...,...,. concrete is then cast ipto the spaces between the bays. Because of its narrow 

, , ~econd "pladng' or coricr~te ~ill suffer ~nly small drying shrinkage and 

.,,,,",~,,, only"small shrinkage ;:~~~cking: ,This method of constructing conc~etefloors 
w~lIs, .will,:' without an 'i~pertneable lining, provide, a reasonably watertight 

, , 

~f'1"Il1"'11I11"~ ill soils ill whichgrou:o.dwater pressure is low. Where there is' appreciable 
. " " ,'. . . 

'I1O:>T~rpressure itisrtecessarYto u~e anasphalflining or to cast in rubber or P. V. C. 

;:'water stops hito all construc!ionjointsin floors and into vertical ~o~tnIctionjoints 
,: ill. walls. The . water' sfops ,have"a. dumbbell. section and are 'cast into joints. At 

• , ~ j " . t:. . 1 

mn,ctIC)ns the strips ateinitr~d'¢d welded together to make a watertight joint. To 

. imaintainco~ect alignment ijetw~,en.adjacent bays of the concrete floor it is usualto 
/ 

. Horizontal construction joints at lifts in concrete wall are not generally sealed with a 
. . ',. 

water 'stop as the weight of ~he concrete wall above' the joint is sufficient to provide 

, . " a watertight joint by compression. Some few hours after a lift of concrete wall has 

been cast, its top edge IS sprayed with water to expose the aggregate to a depth of 
I • • - , 

about 6 to provide a strong mech~nical bond for the concrete subsequently cast on to 

it.' These horizontaljoints may also be fonned as a joggle joint as an added barrier 

to the entry of water. 
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~.,.", ' 

< 't " ~ . .~, '" ", ',';.'," 

}!Jfl:~~';,!" '. '. ." ..' ' 
"'Wi:'", .. 7.2 ,FOUNDATION 
.~:il;n'~~\'>t~:~·"I' .,'" ' " ," .' 
",,;1;V:,;,v,';,t1:;'::,:Square.section form: of driven cast-in-place reinforced concrete pile were purposed 

, ".~~1~~·:.~.:::~~\:,\ ~:" ::'~>-"~.' _ . " i, <', _ _ " '. - -

,'H;'i5i;r;rj:~~';"fo~the fo~dations. The base of a steel lining tube, supported on a piling rig, is 

:·!,~g:;'~lied.,~ b,allast.; A drop batnriier rams the ballast and the tube into the ground and 

. .', 'L"" 'at the required depth the tube is restrained and the ballast is hammered in to form an 
'<';'- ' . . \ " 

'! ":',"".' '. . 

\ ",,'::' ,.' enlarged toe as shown. Hammering it inside the lining tube, which is gradually 
:1'. ,'-

',' ': withdrawn, places concrete. The effect of driving the tube and the ground is to 

': compact the soil around the pile and the subsequent hammering of the concrete 

, .:,'consolidates it into pockets and weak strata. The enlarged toe provides 

;.;·:~i ,\~; ,: , ' ,I 

f:;~fl\1~:mb~ane Stresses '.', 
",I,f ,:~!\:~\:::\'",:. !', ' , " 

~i';;ci;~ ~]):>'?Although a membrane is a tWo":dimensional resisting structure, it does not develop 
·,!:~f~:~ff~<).:-Qt,~:-:~~~";:r:~':t;:·i . ">: ~~<'" ". '" " " ,< ~ ".> " - \ ,/' • 

";t,:ll'!'i~iii;t\;::,'appreciable plate stresses (bending ,and shear) ,because its depth is' very small in 
':i,.;~;;~l~<~~r~'-: >.,',('i" ,'" .,' '~". ' '" e 

\~:;L;."~omparison with itsp~.~erefore, the load-carrying capacity of membranes must 

.};.:S:::~~; ·::come. from' other types' of stresseS. 

'iif:t:;,:),'\ './ \ . 
:!:{\~":'l\~':~:/~'<;"'~::", '.\ '.,,' .' . ' , . ' . 

. ::;(: }~'1~:frf i'A;'cable . can ,support loads in tension" because it sags, and that it is structurally 

.\};~n:,~j;",;,·,efficientbe~aUse itstensile stress~s are distribut~d 'uniformly 'across its sections. A 

';·;\Y/:.}":, :ni~mbrane .~upports "loads bya similar mechanism and presents the' same kind of 

;':i>·;~;}':(,:"structural.efficiency.· An elem~nt cufout of curved membrane and acted upon by a 

·:Jlorrnalload.: Since the sag of the element produces in the membrane curvatures in 

~o directions, the membrane may'be.:considered, at ftrst, as the intersection of two 

. cables; each cable carries a share of the load, and the total load carried by the 
. ' \.'; 

"'~embrane is the sum' of the two "cable" loads. Thus, a membrane is seen to be 

, 'capable,of"cable'actionin two,dkections." 
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"ThetWo .. dimensionaf resisting character of a" membrane makes it also capable of a . I .' . 

:.second load-carrYing mechanism through the, development of shears acting, within 

the'membrane surface, provided the membrane is not buckled by the equivalent 

.,. . . diagonal compression. One may prove that a thin piece of material can develop 
\, . 

. ' such shears by holding a vertical sheet of paper along one of its edges and by pulling 

, vertically sheet of paper along its possible edges. The paper sheet carries the load 

acting in its own plane by tangentia,l shear. But, just as the tension in a horizontal 
'. " 

::.~;:i";i~;'~:T: .. " ~able cannot carry vertical loads~ the, shears iri the plane of the paper sheet cannot, 

~·;:'Kf:;:~1;Ji(;;;/:·:>\,bythemSelves, carty loads perpendicular to it. The l~ad-cartying action of a 
:~:;:;rl~~;:·j·:i',i,><n,\<.':\ . . " '.' ,'.... 

\';;itiStherilbrane,is due ~o its curved shapes. 

;ti,~~2:'~;S{, .' '. • . . . . ., 
,H::¥,;/'!n rectangular element cut out of a curved membrane, and indicates, that" in general, 
!"":~~¥( _ " .:., t'.",_~ ", \ t ,'; . • • 

,:~;f';)ts1~four, sides are not paralle1, but askew iIi space; this means that one of its sides 

:·,~~!'Wsio~es"more than the opposite ,side, and that a difference in sl~pe occurs between 
'-' _},;~ .. ,,: _ ~', "" ,I." '," . • ' ,"'. .,.' _ , . . , 

~~i;~\;'~:/~ilii!U\;L~,these ·tw~,sides."The ,figure aJso shows, that· a difference in slope between two 
,.~ '-~~~;~:"?;,?:;;.~.r.-';:,:" ,"< ~,'-_" , /. '". "\ ;" ,', '.. , < " ' ." • 

. ltt!~[;~r~6ppositesides necessarily ,requires a difference in slope between the. other two 

:,W!~~f':i&~~()sitesides.The differen~e ,in~lope betWe~ri opposite sides is, called the twist of 

.' ;;';,~:':;:;::lli~'meITt~rane' ~urface. " . Since' the 'slope of a' m~mbrane surface in given 'direction 
;:~·'<:r~.,:!: ~. __ :?h . .'~i:'~~~'~. ::' <':. " , ,,' ": . ." . " 
::j~K~tj:,;.,~l:;,',,'tusuall~ changes from point to',:point, membranes, in general, have both curvatures 
~;~~~:i: j.'.:),<;y~f ~ . "" -',:; > {, . .! ' ,,: 

:~{i;j:~';t?[;; , ,and twist,.; The curvatures and the twist characterize the geOlnetrical behavior of the 

;Jlift".: The two pairs of shearn on the side of any membrane element have directions that 
.;,,;.,~/t~"~:\,:;.~>~, """0' ":" ' ,. 

:,ilil:;S:;,'>~,;~;;< gUarantee equilibrium in rotation but 'in a twisted membrane the diffe:rence in slope 

,;N~:',;fJ;, ",'betweentwo opposite shears produces 'an excess of normal upward fOf(~~s It is this 
:;t,~J:, .. 
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". may,hay~ twisf in certain directions and no twist in others. The only surface without 
<." :- I: .\;ft' 3E . 

" 'twistinapy direction isthe sp1).ere,since an element cut by any two pairs of parallel 

, is' id~ntical to an el~ment cut by any other ,two pairs of sides. 

I 

this ,surface;, but c{)lnpletely generaJ, 'Any'surface cut 'by, planes passing 
" ,. , "' ': 

its, nonnal atarpoint eXhibits two directions at right 
. , , " .,'. ~1 ,"j " , .' '. .'., " " ' 

eachotherf6r which; the curVature becomes, respectively, maximum and 

:'."'~":;'rn'·n1"'''n1'''''· for"these'tW(jperpendicuiar;directio~the surface 'has no twist.' It, is often 

"n ... ,''' .... '·'1''', .. • .. '''.e .. " t~!~potprillcipaldirecti6nsby the'lack of twist-that is, ofslopecrumge-
, ," ,} ........ 

Orte"may mark by means of small ,crosses the directions of principal curvature on a 

membrane sUrface; as was done forthecase of principal stresses, and obtain a 

, 'bfl~~s of~rinc~p~l curvature. For a cylinder this pattern IS a rectangular 

,_ jneshW:ith sides parallelto the axis and at right angles to it. "·Y·"·"'"",,, ';', .... , ' 

~ . '. '. . , .f "' 

\',: The membrane stresses at a pomt of a membrane have different values in different 
~ . ';,. " " ' 

" ,directions. 

,', ". Hence, as the orientation of the' stress rotate around a point, the stress becomes 

',' maximum and minimum in two directions at rightangles, the directions ofprincipal 
), .,. -" . 

stress. 

Elements oriented in these directions do not develop shear; shear becomes greatest 

at 45 degrees to the directions of principal stress. 

'.. The directions of principal stress are those in which the membrane acts, as tWo sets 

of cables JU'e , right angles; one set develops the maXimum stress, the other set the 
: ,," 
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,minitn~n:i,str~ss at each point Indicating by small crosses the directions of principal 
',:,;.(~~":,,,4;~.",~.,~;:, ,:.,;.', '.,:. ,',' , .. ;. ',~,",' .,'; 

stress at:a number ofpo'ints, one may obtain apattern of prinCipal stress lines for the 
, : "I, ." .:,'.,., . :':: ",' . , .. 

1 "membrane.,.Whereas the lines of prmcipal curvature are a geometrical characteristic 
'. ., " " " , 

of theri-teinbrane surface, th~dlneS6f principal stress depe~d on the shape of the 

,"sur£~ce,the'char~der;olthe'Joad,alldthe conditions of support. In certain cases of 

:'~ymmetry, the tw6 pattemsfuayexc~ptionallY coincid~, as for a sphere ora cylinder 

under internal pressure.':' 

, The analysis of cable action showed that the stresses developed in a cable are 

inversely proportional to its span-to-sag ratio. Conversely, for a given allowable 
" , '" 

" 

stre~~, the greater the sag, the greater the load the cable can safely carry. 

Considering the cable action of a membrane along its principal stress directions, it is 
, 

"" 

,thus foundthat the direction with greater sag ratio-that is, greater curvature-carries 
.;- ,"" . , 

more load thanthe direction with smaller sag ratio (smaller curvature). In the case 

: of sphere, the curvature'is the same in all directions and a spherical membrane under 

""~iforiri pressure :carrieshalf of itpy cable: action in Ol1e direction and half of it by 
.",,, .... !:.'''.'h,, , ~;,.' "'_", ,;,: ", , )' i , " 

,;cable action in the other. In case of a cylinder under uniform normal pressure, the 
1" , ~ "I-, ' 

, straight lines caITy no load, sinte they have no curvature, and the entire load is 
. 1,' 

r> .. Y"I~"'~CI bystresses along the, curvan.u-e lines, at the right angles to the cylinder axis . 
. , . .' . 

The stresses developed b~this ~aple action ar~'hodp stresses. 

Smcebuckling stresses are proportional to the square of the thickness-to-span ratio, 

melllb-ritnesbnckle under eXtremelylQw compressive stresses. It is thus correct to 
" . .~ '".. .' 

. say that, ,to, all practical purr)ose, ~embranes cannot develop compressive stresses . 
• -' '>, 

By the same token, the mem1?r~esshears developed by a membrane are also 
, ( . . 

, . negligible, because shears 'produce an equivalent 4S-degree compression. 
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· . .< Sinc¢,,~ctyalmembranes cannot develop c()mpression or shear, they carry load by 
,,",:,,:. ",f~:~' (~;~1'~', .' "." " ..;' '.' '. . .,. .' 

.".. . tension only, and actessentia1ly as a ne1:\york of cables. When the load changes, the 
',;:",,,":', ,.,',. ,1·· "'", .. "... ',; '. , ' . ,,', ' .' ' 

: shape 'of theniembrane also changes and adapts the curvatures to the values needed 

""tbd~the tibwI6~d, I'1elnb~nes, like cables~'ate unstabie;theymustbesfabilized 

'. "',;compressive stresses up to values capable of can,?eling the tensile stresses locked in 

<ili~ m~m6rane; it"adds to the ad~antage .ofaerodynamic stability that of carrying 

loads by the shear mechanism~ ,',' ,:' 

" It mustbe\notedthatthe stressesin a. membrane, being almost totally tensile, are 

,i,;,,~::unifonn1y distributed across its thic~ess;the utilization of the material in 

, ,,~embranes is optinial. Moreover, tensile strains are always s~ll compared to 
;. . . I 

>- ,..", • 

',bending strains, so that the membrane. deflections due to loads are usually small . 

.. (These deflections should not be corifused with the displacements of the membrane 
, 

: due to variations inthe load, which may be quite large.) 
',f, ,.' 

.I 

, \," , Thus, by the nature of their load-carrying action membranes are light, economical, 

" , ' , and stiff under steady loads. As noted above, their use in permanent structures has 

been limited exclusively by their mobility 

: ',Floors and Walls: Same as that of the aquarium hall ' 
.' ., ~ 
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,: B~ndin:g 'sJT~s~es' in 'domes " 
"'c; " :1. ~.< " - ': ' -\' , .' 

'A dome was shown'to carry loads essentially by'membrane stresses (compression, 
" I' , 

,,'tension and shear), becatisethe, developmen,t of shears makes it funicular for all 
, " "- ~ " ,,>., , 

'6~ jhe otherhand~ bbcaU:Se it 'is' so thin, iftherewer~ anywhere in the dome a 

'.'tende~cY tOdevet'op bending stresses~ these could easily exceed allowable values. It 

is therefore 'necessary to investigate the possibility of such a tendency. 

,dn the analysis of the carrying capacity of thin dome it was tacitly assumed that 

, ,-domes' are free to develop the minute displacements required by their membrane 

: 'state of stress. Membrane stresses develop under load, and the corresponding strains .., 

, give its top a 'small vertical displacement. Since this deflection is not prevented, a 
~ 

" pure state of membrane stress excites in its neighborhood. An entirely different' 

situation may develop, instead, at the boundary of the shell. 

i .:,Aspherical dome with a high rise tends to open up to the equato~; its boundary 
, , 

"'displaces outward, even though by very small amount. Moreover, the,reactions 

: ., ~upporting the dotue/ are vertical, that is, in, the direction of the meridians, since the 

"~eridians arches are funiculars of the load; reactions in any other direction would 

, produce bending moments inthe dome. In other to have a pure state of membrane 

stress in the shell, the bopndary must be to move outwards, and the reactions must 
_,,~ f , 

, always act in the direction of the meridians~ In practical this is impossible. A moving 
, -

boundary would present practical difficulties and disadvantages; the reactions should 

." ~otate in other':to remain tangent to the meridians if and when the boundary rotates 

because of the deformation ~f the shell under load. In common practice, instead, the 

" . (equator of the shell is reinforced by a stiff ring, which prevents almost entirely, the 

'" outward rnotionofthe boundary and its rotation, and introduces an inwards thrust 
'·.i ~ , 

••. and bending at the equator. The shell, which would open up at the equator under the 
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• 
\ 

. \ 

1'YI"",rro ............. "" stt~~SS(!S induced by the load, develops' a kink or sudden chmlge in 

hence,benditig stresses around the ' boundary. 

The' bending disturbance th~s introduc'ed at the boundary does not penetrate deeply 
1" " 

the ,shell, but,is" limited to a narrowb~d in the neighborhood of the boundary. 
,', -' " " ,'! I'. " . 

This "damping out" ofboimdary' disturbance, another useful characteristic of thin 

shel1s~ occur~'becauSe the bending dIsplacement of the meridians, which could be 

l~rge,.~ view of the small bending rigidity of the shell are re~trained by the parallels, 

and, hen~e, large tenSile or co~pressive strain in the parallel. The parallel instead are 

," stiff in tensiQn and compression and do not allow such large displacements; they 
, I '. "" . ~, 

pennit a sma:ll amount of~ulgingin and out of the meridian and hence a small 
i 

amount of bending, which1peter out as one moves away from the shell boundary. 
<' '." 

The width of the area affected by the bending boundary disturbance is proportional 

, to thesquare root of the ratio ofthiclrness to radius of the dome; in order to reduce 
J 

" . ' ',' . ' j' 

,.,,';,the,width of the disturbed zone the shell must be made thinner. For a thiclmess equal 
•• ~.j« <-

to one four- hundredth of the radius, the width of the disturbed zone is only one 
, ;' 

tenth of the radius. Thus most of the shell is actually in a state of disturbed 

( 

;Bendingdisturbance, often more severe than those due to the loads, are produced by 
" , 

" ;; thermalc<?nditions. When exposure to sun increases the shell temperature, the entire 
, " 

;'(i6mechanges shape, uniformly increasing its radius. If a ring prevents this boundary 

r'~displacement, the , shell once 'again presents a sudden change in curvatUre, and 
>--'>'~:,-,~" ~, -":< ," !: ," . '. " . ", , . 
,;~';develops high bending stresses of the same natur~as those discussed above. Since 

',,' "boundary'displagem~nts due to thermal changes are usually larger than those due to 

"' "the, loads,the' bending, stress due to the thermal expansion are usually larger than 
, , 

,due to the'loads, if the' ternperature of the dome spanning 100 feet increases , 
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;.r. ... ~."n,J~~if~~;;(':qn::A".('rt""","'C' Fahrenheit, the dome boundary displaces radially by one 

Whenever the boundaty, reactions are not tangent to the meridians, bending stresses 

; ,', " in'the neighborhobdoftheboundary.Thus, if a dome is supported on evenly 

"""~"Orl" :~oluinns rather than allr~urid its boundary, the membrane stress pattern 
, ' 

chariges,' but ~ore over the 'col'umns'introduce horizontal reactions at the dome 

'bo~dary, and bending stress are developed by the dome. S~ilarly, if portions of 

i,thedome are cutout by vertical or incline planes and the dome rest on few points, 
", 

;, " the support conditions differ substantially from those ideally required by membrane 
,'}". , ' '" ' ' '\", . 

"actions,"'and bending stresses are to be expected. Moreover any load capable of 

",,"'producinga kink of sudden change of curvature in a thin shell is bound to produce 
'> .; 

,'" ': bending stresses: thus concentrated loads cannot be carried by membrane stress. The 
1:~ 

thickness of the shell is often dictated by bending disturbances rather than by the 
i } 

membrane stresses due to the' 10aQ,s. 

Two traditional conditions may call for a thickening of shells above the modest 

requirements of membrane stresses. One concerns reinforced-concrete shells and is 
., . . . 

'ofapurely practical character: enough thickness must be provided to cover the 
, " 

, rehtfdrcingbars on both the outside and the inside of the shell. The Exact location of 

,the bars in the shell thickness is a delicate and expensive matter; in countries with 

,',high labor cost it is oftenfounci less expensive to increase the shell thickness than to 

, ' 'locatethesteel carefully. 



" .. , 
" ", ,-" '.', ". C" ' • '\' , 

,., Sh~11.s must often be thickened to preve,nt buckling. Any thin structural element 
:'. ,:t .. "-,:' ·",t,(~. ~ 

........... """ .. ,..."'..... . compr~ssiy~stresses may 'buckle, . and thin shells are no exception. The 
'. , . I . 

. buckling load for a thin-shell dome is proportional to the modulus of elasticity of the 
. . 

. material and to the square of the thickness to radius ratio. With ratio often as' small 

. ,'as 1/300 1/400: the b~clding loadwill be exceptionally low. The buckling load for a 
\, 

. dome 3 inches thick, spanning '100 feet, is about 150 pounds per square foot; with a 

.,.: > "factor of safety ·of 2 .1/2~ the' maxim~m load on the shell cannot exceed 60 pounds 

" p~~ square foot. This is equivalent to the dead load of the shell, including the roofIng 
, . 

, or insulating materials, and does not allow for any snow load. 

The buckling resistance of a dome may be substantially increased, without 

increasing its thickness uniformly, by meridional parallel ribs, This practice is well 
, 
" 

. suited to the. stiffening of steel domes, in which the thickness required by the 

,','membrane stresses may quite small in view of the tensile and compressive strength 

of the. material.' Concrete domes are seldom stiffened by ribs bec~use of the cost of 

... forms;~1ie same result is achieved, sometimes, by undulations, which increases the 
.. :.,' .... ..1'/ .... .' , 

.' •..... cost offorms, but may also add to the appearance of the shell. 

' .. A ,shell acts "properly" if it develops ~embrane stresses almost everywhere; it is 

.. ithtm said t~ carTy lmlds by shell action. It was shown above that the following three 

;'. :'conditions must be satisfied for a dome to deve~op thin-shell action. 

,inedome mustbethin;itwill thus be incapable pi developing substantial 

It must be properly curved; it will thus be strong and stiff because of its form 



. itw9Si be properly sUPPOl:ted;it will thus develop a small amount of bending . , '~':':;,' , , , . 

111"n'IT""n portion of'the shell., '~ .. 

conditions are essential to thin-shell action whatever the shape of the 
shelfandthe 16adsci~ it.,' '. ", 

;c. ~<::. ; '. ,': .. ,;" ..,.. :-.,.. . 

.. :'·'The ~iss Dywidag Dome a space frame dome which is exceptionally light 
. ',!;,<.\ .•..... :;:':..... .....,,' ,'; ,'. , .'.,' ". ',' . 

. ')~;j::;~:ii;;;?~h;;:~i,:;;~fthere;fqr~pehnitsspannfug, qflarge di~tance ,with.relative deduction. in materials 
:\j":J:;!';l'il;: :t;,.::". .' '. 'f ", " '.' '.' .' ';'. /.' , .', " ,. 

,,2~t1i~i}'!;;:1";'::J' though it entails delicate connection between bars and involves high cost 
:i,;t·;:\·i,. \. :: ... ' .',., . . .... , . " '. " . 

,~ ';~~~. 

/ 
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· CHAPTER EIGHT 

..... DESIGN SERVICES· 

'8.1 ELECT~CITY / LIGHTING 
.' . Electricity " 

;,,> .' 0 • . • 

: .. , .' Principally, the Nigeria electric power Authority (NEP A) is expected to supple the 

; electricity but the university authority has a stand by generator, which is used at 
: ~: - '-" 

·;~l{.:~;,:;:Cr~,times of power failure. However, since the marine museum is so dependent on water 
J{,>.:c t':.:.{~~l)'·:' '/'~,.,.! ,.;' - , ".'" ." .' 

.,;;,;:n;;:,~,·;supple through power operated pumps / filters,a stand by generator is proposed as a 

!i;~\:fW;;:S~~le~~Irt. . .... ,. '.. .. ..... . 
:,SJr/j;J:'~q:;:Other,ptoposals for electric supple include: -

,·j},;l;~,r~.:r:,::j:::!;~a~?<::"::::,.'. ;": '. ,'I' '." ' " " 

:;l:W~~;>;;;:f~;,:Fluorescent lighting of the appropriate size in all aquarium ta~s, galleries and 

lllit~·~ice. areas. .• . .... . ••... ". ". '.' ". . 
"!()':'i,;c;:~"0i~i:1AF,i:(::;i' ~t Lighting along all work ways (covered and uncovered) 
!':").i':,m:;(,,;,},;: :,: ,'.'. ' ... ,.' , .... , ..... , .' . 
,)!j(~::,>}.>:,~;;~:~; '.SecuritY . lights 'in car parts garden and ponds. 

:;1~j:I; ~;it;'~t:':'iFir~'alanns in the galleries, administr&tive and xestaurant. .. 

,~!~;~':':;;};~d~:'5;!\Telephone / irite~~b~ systemS. 

'}7'~H~1r;i'\\t\1l ~lectrical appliances arid equipment including connectors must be grounded 

,/:~\~,:s:;;(;t'::',',out1etsshould not be located near. The fixture over the tanks (light ~ up screen) 
>~:l:~:·:',,;::'<., ,:j.\;:('~" , >'.'< .: ., " '" . ' 
i'~,::1;D;;~,1;~r~;"should be selected to avoid breakage. All tank .. c1eaning devices which fire poles 

':;.'Yf,t!i{;~,":attach tothem should be of wood or other non- metalic material. For the fountains 

,:;,t~,,;\::\j an:dponds, a residual current circuit breaker will be fitted, in the electrical as. well as 

oute~ cable buried in plastic pipes' wat3er proved function boxes switches. 
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• .......... · .. ""·facilitY.on sit~ :.is naturally Hghted andwheren~ce~sary th~re shall 

. c..:. \... ~ " " , , 

.".'HEATING, COOLING AND VENTILATION 

:rrhenl~jor medium for ventilation I the ue of the courtyard. Units will be required in 

galleries as a means of cooling. Split unit will be employed, suspended on walls 

at ~ti~tegic points. The condenser Units will be placed outside the building 

WATER SUPPLY 

.. .'" . The entire water system in a marine museum comprises:-

1) . The in- coming line. 

2) A sterilizing unit (optional) . 

. ':3) Storage reservoirs .. 

4) •.• ·The pipeline/into types/temperatUres of water serving the display tanks. 

The inflow and outflow drainage. . 

are 2 types of water syst~rris to be chosenfrom:-' 

. '. , ' . . 

'In which the water is used only once and then discarded and is usually used when 

·~the~qllilfiUni is built near deportable source of water of sufficient quantity and 
"', , , ' 

. ,quality.' 
.j, '., 

,,".,". 



'" " /. 

':,~CLOSED 'SYSTEM 

the wateris recirculated and used ove~ and over again. Fo~ the purpose of 

th.is,i3ioject,theQPensyste~will use since the University of Lagos has a dependable 

,s~&ce:of~at~rwi~h th~ boreh~le'project,which has a ~apacity of one mil1i~n litres. 

:'bAetYPe,'()f th~, closed, sy~temis the recirculating total system where' water 
, , \ ' ", ", " 

enter the'displ~y iatlksand the overflow returns to the resevours after 

1J"",.",,u,lLl". through filters) A n~ted di~advantage of the closed system is the possibility 

. of disease 6rganislns from one tank being carriedto all the tanks. Organisms'cannot 

be remove by'filtration, ultraviolet radiation or pas's'age through a reserVe osmosis 

Another type of closed s~stem is one in which each display tank is provided 

", with is own recirculating system, The main supple lines are used for filling and 
,~ ',. ., - " -'. :, " , ' \ \., 

"i
j
', ',minor water replacements. The overflow from the tanks passes\tbrough the a 

, biological filter and is pumped back to the display tclnks: The main supple lines are 

'also continually circulating at~a flow to preclude dead water and the 'growth of 
, , 

" "organism in the pipes. 
, /' 

However, provision will be made for a closed system. 

,c ,"" , The open is the least complicated provided on adequate source of disease - free 

water is available: 

::;Tanks (aquarium) , 

These are the c~ntainersin which the specimen are 'displayed and may vary in size 
:, .~ " , , , ' .; . ~ , - " 

andshape. The most ideal type tank are made of inert material, light in weight, 

'rea~ilyaltered or drilled inert in seawater and with hard and smooth materials, fiber 

"glass' is a satisfactory material or plastic impregrmted' plyWood. Larger tanks may 

"~also be reinforced concrete or steel plate. 
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Will be placed on platforms near the work area to permit cleaning the 
~ ," . 

aquarists.Holding tanks will be used to.receive new specimen and will have its own 
i 

recirculating system. 'Aquarium tanks will hold sick specimen and will have 

. individual drain valves to permit rapid drainage after treatment procedures. 

8.3.1 PLUMBING! 

The niain supple pipe will be extend around the aquarium over the' display tanks 

havefrequ~nt tap valves from which,. by flexible hose, replacement water 

continuous flo~ maY,be,'fedto tanks, depending on the system being used . 

.,···C·"',",,',,,' 
.................... , ......... plumping repairs. The'possibility of accidental flooding will be reducing 

in ()verflow drains ~'the work areas. ' 

.......... ' ............. 1 "the average ,display t~rtk' of specimen ,loaded at the rate' of 11 b of fish per 

gallons of water should ha.v~ a turnover or replacement rate of one volume each 
: .... ':"" ! ' 

2 hours. "," ., " 

"Ifthegallonageofall display tanks is 100,000 gallons, a flow of 50, OOOto 100,000 

, ' 'gallons per hour will have to be rimintained thus 1.2 to 2.4 million gallons will be 

'required each 24 hours. 

WATER QUALITY 

,,1;.J . 

'1msaspect is extremely 'vital to th~ health offish and other aquatic specimen since 

theywilUikely absorbthe water and any disease it may contain through the gills. In 

order to'avoid sudden death of specimen, one safe rule is to ensure that all aquarium 

"X. and other parts of the water system are made'ofchemical insert materials 
.t, 

i 
'I 
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commonp~oblem'o:f aquariums is the pr~sent of ammonia in the'tank, , 

"';;Ise froIn wasteJ)roducts excreted by the specimen and which is very" 

: economical way of getting rid of this is by taking advantage of the 

....... .., ........ ,.the, amooot}s IlOt sufficient and biological filtration is a proposal since 
" \'" . ' .', 

nllTI'tI"",i:'C' numbers nitrifying bacteri3:live of the grains of sand or the gravel' of the 

. ';filter6~d. Since nitrifying bacteria need oxygen, the water need to be aerated before 

, , aft~~ filtration.'Other harrn.ihl s~bstances c~ only be gotten rid of by replacing 

Increase in\acidity in aquarium water is produce by oxidation (which acid 

:'producing process, hence the for the water to alkalized to prevent acidosis.), 

Therefore the'water is kept in close constant with some form of calcium carbonate 

'e.g. Marble chips calcite Or shells. 

In conclusion, proper aquarium water quality depends on: -

The use of chemical inert materials. 
, { 

, A suitable source ofwater. 

,"'Adequate circulation, aeration and filtration . 

.. ', . Cleanliness -'-' by avoiding over crowding and over feeding. 

,'",' . Control~aste product by filtration, alkalization and dilution. 
. . . 

GENERAL PLUMPING 

AlllnUsetim facilities' such, as the administrative area and all others including the 

will employ' the use of domestic plastic pipes (PVC) from the university 

.•.. nlains,supple and'from the basement area tank, which supplies the galleries 15,000 

•. ' gallons cap.' Th~ sam~ type of pipes will connect to' wC' s, kit~henettes and work 
.,'< , 
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soakaway~ The roof gUtter will be drained to the ground gutters by PVC 

R~~f draJnage and '~urfa~e;waterdrain~ge " 

n~~ards tobUiidin~on site ~~drooftype proposed to be used, areas where 
" 

"""'.,.'''''~_ .. _ piu-apetsare used, are'laid tO,fall into rain water pipes, which,are 

corme,ctel(1. to a back inlet gultey, which disch~~ges into the drain. Paved area are laid 

collect and transfer the bulk water directly to the'Lagos lagoon 

,t8.42, Sewage disposal 
! 

,The waste disposal within the buildings is achieved by the use of a multi-stack 

',system. ,This would .accessall forms of waste (discharges) into the sockaways 

located outside the buildings with adequate ventilation pipes connected to the stack 

,I system to reduce the pressure fluctuations which may lead to induced sighonage or 
".', ' ''' 

, back pressure. All the vertical pipes with discharges from toilets and rooms shall be 

"t", connected to the inclined' horizontalsoil pipe in the service chamber which will be 
"" "'O\/~ [""' .."-' ;" ' '; :,' 

';\l!~t;:{;;:,':~ccessed' from outside, draining the discharges into the combined drain. There shall 
""'·;~;;"t~."~.;~i":\:; '!"~'~:';' '; '"':,", !,. ~ ", . ' . 

';(!~:;;';;;::',beinspectionchatpber also located at the end of each system before leading into the 
j~ •. ~>~'::~~'::"~~::.';:;~~:'<:'>,~.'>"" ", ' 
,\y~.'~:;.::;)Ccorribined drain . 

• ),' • h ,;,'" .~ 
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J'hiS'shaIJlbe through the use o'fchutes'located at various points on the site. 'The 
, '. " I. ' 

: contents are collected at one journey by the waste disposal board using the refuse 

····collecting vehicles, which disposes properly of the collected waste. 

8.6 ACQDSTICS 

8.61 Noise control by: zoning , 

'Twommor roads presently run around the site which apparently are the major 
" "" .," ."', . 

"sources of noise. Considering this factor resulted in the location of the buildings far 

awayfromthese roads since f6rms of lecturing are going to be carried out in the 

< buildirigs so as 'uofto create an' interference between the noise from the roads which 

arelfuiranted and the noise frolnthe building which are acceptable: 
'" 

:.,' , 

, ,,' ""'.'! . 

'~oise control bfthe use of sound- proof materials. 
, i 

rriijortnaterial used in noise control are buffers (trees)which therefore means 
'\", , ", " ' 

'TYU:>'::O"," controls are maj'orlylocated outsIde the building at particular locations on 

"'~hisis topre~entand en.hqncenoise control from minor sourcesaround,the site 
- , .' 

....... ~.~,.., the control of major noise sources. . 

'Since the functions carried out inside the building are similar, noise control within 
"" . 

the building there proves unnecessary 

" ;, 

.' 

FIRE SAFETY 

.. Fire extinguisher are located at strategic points in the museum, especially in the 
:,' 

. outdoor restaurant, which has a kitchenette, in the basement for the research lab and 
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, ,," , ' 

~ateria1sheededfor the coristiU~tion of both buildings can be locally soured and 
, , 

" 

:,'are,readily,available. A proftt:ssional mlist carry out the supervision of the units and 

. entire building sh(;mld be ll:and~ over to a faciiity manager for maintenance. 

a'sitliation'wherethere is a need fQrexpansion and p~ovision of more aquariums, 

c~ be d~ne vertically as the entire roof of the exhibition hall can be dismantled 
). . , '., 

more floors can be creat~dve:rtically . 
. , 

.' . 
" ,.' -

'This proposal 'can. be located in any state of the Fede:ration but·.must be close to a 

water-body. The water-body can be of any sort either sea water, brackish water or 

", . fresh water. In specifying aquariums for particular fishes,. there must be a careful 

,'AO 'study and selection of the fishes, which would' be kept in the same aquarium so as to 

avoid death of destruction of the fishes or aquarium. 

,Fllnding or'this museum must be prompt and adequate and the staff must be 

provided with, all hec~ssary materials, information and education that woriId aid in 

····:d,;·,protecting and preserving the entire facility . 

. ' , 
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